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Summary 
 
This dissertation is based on the further development and applications of capillary 
electrophoresis (CE) with capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detection 
(C4D), i. e. sequential injection analysis (SIA) applications when coupled with CE-
C4D, or determination and quantification of various ions that are not or barely UV 
absorbed.  
 
A purpose made CE-C4D system was used for determination of the DNA fragments of 
different length, using additives to modify the medium and to sieve charged anions 
according to their size. We determined DNA mass ladder and PCR products from 
various sources.  Feasibility of the C4D method and its practical application in the 
separation of DNA fragments was studied and as far as we are concerned has not been 
implemented for the routine analysis yet. CE-C4D method demonstrated separation 
with much shorter analysis time than the standard gel-electrophoresis used in 
conventional approach. No derivatization or sample preparations were necessary. 
 
Further on, we investigated employment of an automated system with a sequential 
injection analysis (SIA) manifold based on a syringe pump and multiport valve 
coupled with CE-C4D. Hydrodynamic pumping was introduced for electrophoretic 
separation of most commonly used artificial sweeteners. Compounds were determined 
in their anionic form at a high pH. Without any surfactant or modifier to reverse the 
electroosmotic flow, higher separation efficiency was noticed. The conditions were 
optimized either for better detection limits or for shorter analysis time. In addition, 
band broadening was observed due to pressure caused by hydrodynamic pumping. 
Therefore, the requirement of the narrow capillary of 10 µm for sensitive detection 
was necessary. The best compromise for differences between analysis time and 
separation efficiency was found. This coupled system setup approved to complete all 
operation steps to perform complex measurements with possibility to change any of 
the parameters during the measurements, among which sampling, separation, 
detection, data acquisition and polarity of the high-voltage.  
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SIA-CE-C4D composition was afterwards engaged with an array of 16 contactless 
conductivity detectors aligned on the capillary for real time monitoring of the entire 
electrophoretic separation. For better control of pressurization, some modifications 
were implemented, demonstrating the developments of the peaks throughout the 
whole capillary. 
 
Dual capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detector was implemented. Both 
channels were brought into line in a bridge mode where one acts as a reference with 
subtracted signal. As a result, the electronic zero setting of the baseline, caused by 
conductivity change of the background buffer, was not necessary as in previous 
versions of the cell. All the differences in buffer content are consequently considered.  
 
At the end, study on the effect of buffer concentration on the sensitivity was taken 
into consideration. Narrow capillaries employed, resulted in high signal-to-noise ratio 
when higher buffer concentration are used. Several fundamental aspects of the axial 
capacitively contactless conductivity detection were investigated in order to explain 
this uncertain effect. The performance, behavior and the cell geometry of a new 
detector design are reported but some evidence of the solution for this problem is still 
missing. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) 
 
1.1.1. Historical review of capillary electrophoresis 
 
Electrophoresis is a separation technique that is based on the differential motion of 
charged molecules through a specific medium under the influence of an electric field 
induced by electrodes. The migration of the molecules depends on their size, charge, 
shape, and the physicochemical characteristics of the medium. Although Reuss first 
observed what he called electro-osmosis in 1809 [1], it was Kohlrausch who 
investigated and formed the theoretical aspects of the electrokinetic phenomenon in 
1897 [2]. In the period from 1859 to 1864, August Töpler developed a method of 
optical detection of moving boundaries in liquids where he measured so-called 
“schlieren” (shadows) as changes in optical properties. These theoretical and 
experimental methods contributed to forming the basis of Arne Tiselius’s “moving 
boundary electrophoresis” method in 1930s [3]. During his research, he achieved 
separation according to the differences in electrophoretic mobilities of serum proteins 
in solution. This method will be hereinafter referred to as zone electrophoresis, as the 
separation mechanism is based on differences in the charge to mass ratio of the 
analytes. Later, during the 1940s and 1950s, two additional methods were developed 
and are known as isotachophoresis and isoelectric focusing. Isotachophoresis utilizes 
a discontinous electric field to form sharp boundaries among analytes and depends on 
the differences of migration velocities of the sample constituents [4]. Isoelectric 
focusing as a separation technique is based on the different isoelectric points (pI) of 
the analyte components, where the (pI) is the point where an analyte has an overall 
net charge of zero [5]. In 1967, Hjerten et al.[6], employed for the first time open tube 
capillary electrophoresis with UV detection, where he rotated millimeter-bore quartz-
glass capillaries around their longitudinal axis to reduce the effects of convection. Not 
long after, Mikkers’ research group achieved zone electrophoresis with conductivity 
and UV detection, in narrow-bore Teflon capillaries of 200 µm inner diameter [7]. In 
addition, during the early 1980s, instead of planar gel media, capillaries filled with 
buffer solution were rather used. For the first time, 75 µm inner diameter capillaries 
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were employed by Jorgenson and Lukacs [8-10] and coupled with an on-column 
fluorescence detector to separate amino acids. With this approach, in a view of using 
such narrow capillaries, it was observed that the heat generated by applying high 
voltages of 30 kV was efficiently dissipated. Thus, Jorgensen explained the 
comparison among operational parameters and separation efficiency. He predicted the 
possible achievements of high performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE) as an 
analytical approach. Nowadays, modern CE is expanding more towards research for 
miniaturized and automated portable systems. Despite the narrower high-tech fused 
silica capillaries with internal diameters of 10-50 µm, the majority of development in 
this area has changed. It has been devoted to faster and better separation and detection 
on microchannels with Lab-on Chip mode or automated with Lab-on-Valve mode by 
conjunction with sequential injection analysis. The capabilities of CE are spreading 
and proving to be useful in applications over a wide range of disciplines, varying from 
analytical biotechnology, bioanalysis, over pharmaceutical, clinical to separations in 
environmental sciences. Up to now, CE has been shown to be a very convenient and 
effective method of analysis where small volumes of sample are available. 
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1.1.2. Principles of capillary electrophoresis 
 
In the capillary electrophoresis method, electrically charged ions in a narrow-bored 
fused silica capillary are acted upon by an electric field to achieve separation. The 
principle of separation is based on the size-to-charge ratio of specific species of 
interest when an electrical field is applied. The analytes will move within a conductive 
electrolyte solution according to their charge orientation toward the electrode of 
opposite charge at a speed that corresponds to their mass. Capillaries allow fast 
analysis times at voltages up to 30 kV, consuming small samples in the µL range and 
buffer solutions in the mL range, which in return place CE as a method of choice for 
various analytical problems.	
  
 
Figure 1. Conventional CE system diagram 	
  
Relatively simple instrumentation is necessary to carry out capillary electrophoresis. A 
general schematic drawing of a CE system is shown in figure 1. The most important 
components are sample and buffer vials, a fused silica capillary, high-voltage power 
supply with an upper limit of 30 kV, detector, and data acquisition system. The 
content of the buffer vials must be the same and match the content of the capillary. 
Each end of the capillary is dipped into the buffer vials together with the electrodes. 
Electrodes are usually made of platinum and are placed to provide electrical contact 
between the high-voltage power supply and the capillary. To load a sample onto the 
column, an inlet buffer vial has to be replaced with the sample vial that contains 
analyte dissolved in electrolyte buffer solution or in water. The injection time, usually 
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measured in seconds, varies depending on the mode of injection: electrokinetic by 
applying an electric field or hydrodynamic by applying the pressure. After swapping 
the sample vial with the inlet buffer vial again, high voltage is applied. An employed 
electric field initiates the migration of the analytes towards the detector where they are 
visualized. The detector is arranged on-column, near the capillary end, and the output 
signal of the detector is processed and recorded with the data acquisition system. On 
the computer, the data is presented as an electropherogram that indicates the detector 
response as a function of time. With the addition of features such as autosamplers, 
multiple injection devices, programmable power supplies, multiple detectors, fraction 
collection, and computer interfacing, this basic setup can be expanded. 	
  
1.1.2.1. Electrophoretic mobility 
 
Electrophoretic separation in CE is based on the differential migration velocity of 
charged species or solutes in an applied electric field. Ion velocity can be defined as 
 
€ 
ν = µe E 	
  	
   	
   	
   	
   (eq. 1)	
  	
  
where             ν    =    ion velocity in cm s-1 
                      µe   =   electrophoretic mobility in cm2 s-1 V-1 
                       E   =  the electric field strength in V cm-1 
 
The applied electric field (E) is a function of the applied high voltage and the total 
capillary length. The electrophoretic mobility (µe) for a particular ion or medium is a 
constant that specifies how fast each can move through a buffer solution. A molecule 
with charge q can be determined by two forces, electric force (Fe) and frictional force 
(Ff), where the electric force (Fe) can be described as an ion velocity force through a 
medium and is given as a function of the electric field and ion charge by 	
  
€ 
Fe = q E 	
   	
   	
   	
   (eq. 2)	
  	
  
and the frictional force (Ff) as the force of viscosity for an ion while migrating through 
(movement along) the buffer medium. For a spherical ion, Stokes’ Law can express 
frictional force: 
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€ 
Ff = 6 π η r ν 	
   	
   	
   	
   (eq. 3) 	
  
where             q  =  charge of ion 
                       η  =  viscosity of the solution  
                       r  =  ion radius 
                       ν  =  ion velocity 	
  
Both of these forces are competing for the spherical ion with radius r during the 
electrophoresis. Therefore, at the steady state they balance each other as they are equal 
but with opposite directions  
 
€ 
Fe = Ff     (eq.  4) 
or 
€ 
q E = 6 π η r ν     (eq. 5) 
 
Therefore, the electrophoretic mobility of an ion for a given set of conditions is constant 
and can be defined with the following equation: 
 
€ 
µe =
q
6 π η r ν 	
   	
   	
   	
   (eq. 6) 	
  
As concluded from the equation 6, differences in the charge-to-size ratio of analyte 
ions show that higher charge and smaller size result in higher electrophoretic 
mobilities, and conversely, large minimally charged species have lower mobilities. 
Thus, the charge can be influenced by pH changes and some complexing reagents 
used can affect the ion radius.  
 
Electrophoretic mobility of different ions or media dictates the migration velocities 
under the induced electric field and therefore makes it possible to determine and 
separate mixtures of different analytes and solutes. Nevertheless, it is also influenced 
by other factors such as electroosmotic flow (EOF) of the buffer solution and 
temperature. 
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1.1.2.2. Sample Injection in CE 
 
One of the principle advantages of CE is the ability to inject quite small volumes of 
sample. Regular injection volumes range from picoliters to nanoliters. There are two 
methods to introduce the sample into the capillary. One is hydrodynamic injection by 
aspiration or siphoning and pressure, and the other is electrokinetic	
   injection.	
  
Hydrodynamic injection, also referred to as hydrostatic injection, is accomplished 
by the application of a pressure difference between the two ends of a capillary. 
Injection by siphoning can be realized by positioning the injection end of the 
capillary into the sample vial. Injection will follow by elevating the sample vial and 
capillary injection end to a specific height for a certain period of time. Elevated 
sample vial is on the height that is higher than the opposite capillary end as shown 
in figure 2. This principle is used for all hydrodynamic injection modes and during 
pressurized injection; pressure is applied to the sample vial, whereas during vacuum 
injection, vacuum is positioned at the opposite capillary end while drawing the 
sample into the capillary. Automated hydrodynamic injection was developed and 
studied by Rose and Jorgenson et al.[11] to identify the operational error usually 
caused during the manual injection. Also considered was the time for the sample vial 
to travel up and down throughout the injection process, during which hydrodynamic 
pressure is created and causes the sample to be drawn into the capillary. 
 
Electromigration or electrokinetic injection is achieved by simply turning on the 
voltage for a certain period of time. To perform the injection, the electrode and the 
injection end of the capillary are only shifted from the buffer vial and dipped into 
the sample vial. After applying the injection voltage for a brief time period, the 
sample is drawn into the capillary end by both electrophoretic migration of charged 
ions of the sample and electroosmotic flow (EOF) of the sample solution.  
In electrokinetic injection, two possible types of bias may appear: one as a result of 
the fact that each analyte in the sample solution has a different mobility, and the 
other as a difference in conductivities between the sample solution and the running 
buffer. Only in the case when the injection is made from the sample prepared in 
buffer will differences of both electrophoretic mobilities and electroosmotic flow 
not be considered and thus no changes in the injected amount would occur. 
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These potential problems in sampling are usually caused due to strong dependence of 
sample loading on the EOF, mobility of individual solutes and matrix composition. 
With automated CE systems, reproducibility of the separation has been improved. 
The primary limitation of the hydrodynamic methods is that they are poorly 
applicable to the injection of high viscosity samples. However, they are easy to 
perform with a high rate of injection reproducibility, and possibility to be 
automated. They are currently the most commonly used sample injection methods 
in capillary electrophoresis. Despite the sample bias, the electrokinetic injection 
technique is mostly used when hydrodynamic injection is not effective or when the 
capillary is filled with gels or high viscosity media. The development of new modes 
would help to overcome this bias and place electrokinetic injection as the method of 
choice in capillary electrophoresis separations. 
 
Figure 2. Custom injection methods in CE:  
a) pressure (compressed gas), b) vacuum, c) electrokinetic, d) siphoning 
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For most of the injection modes, one rule is present: the capillary has to be 
physically shifted from the buffer vial to the sample vial and vice versa. A lot of 
approaches for automated sample injection have been reported. As described by 
Deml et al. [12], a sampling method for capillary electrophoresis, which is an 
electric analogy of the splitter in chromatography, was developed. In 1987, Tsuda et 
al. [13] relied on rotary-type injection, used previously for liquid chromatography, 
that can be employed under high electrical field. A simple sampling device where 
the sample is introduced without mixing with the buffer solution by means of two 
feeders perpendicular to the capillary tube was reported by Verheggen et al. [14]. 
The use of microinjectors was presented for the first time by Ewing et al. [15], where 
the technique employing micropipettes of < 1µm in outer tip diameter was utilized. 
One of the newest advances was presented by Liu and Dasgupta et al. [16], where 
they described a simple sampling device, whereby the sample is directly introduced 
into capillary by means of two feeders, placed perpendicular to the capillary tube. 
Two independent research groups by Kubáň et al. [17] and by Fang et al. [18], 
announced in 1997, the introduction of flow-based injection for CE with a specially 
tailored interface. Using this approach, where the capillary is positioned at the 
interface and the sample is delivered via interface to the injection end of the capillary, 
pressure is applied with an assisted motor-driven syringe pump. Regarding this 
technique, interface-based injection has been coupled in flow injection or sequential 
injection capillary electrophoresis and has helped to increase efficiency of separations 
in CE. 	
  
1.1.2.3. Electroosmotic flow (EOF) 
 
Another contribution of the capillary to electrophoretic separation is a phenomenon 
also known as electroosmotic flow or electro (endo) osmosis or only EOF. It occurs 
under the influence of an applied electrical field resulting in the bulk movement of 
a liquid, moving all analytes in one direction regardless of their charge. Therefore, 
presence of EOF is important for simultaneous separation of both cations and 
anions in a single run, which would be impossible without EOF. Neutral ions in 
normal CE mode are undetectable due to their co-migration with the EOF. Another 
benefit of EOF is its feasibility for analyzing species with different charge-to-mass 
ratios within a reasonable analysis time.  
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Fused silica is the material generally adopted for capillaries. EOF is caused by the 
charge on the interior surface of the capillary wall. The interior surface in a fused 
silica capillary is covered with silanol groups (SiOH), which are typically ionized 
(hydrolyzed) to their negatively charged silanol form (SiO-) when aqueous buffer 
solution is introduced. The negatively charged wall attracts cations that are 
hydrated from the electrolyte solution, forming an electrical diffuse double layer as 
shown in figure 3. These cations, also known as counter ions, are essentially 
aligned in two regions. Closely attached to the capillary wall, a Stern layer, or so-
called fixed layer, is formed but is in a sufficient density to neutralize all negative 
charges. Therefore a second outer layer of cations is formed, “the diffuse layer” 
(Gouy-Chapman layer) [19], that extends into the bulk of the solution. In an 
electrical field, the diffuse layer migrates toward the cathode. It pulls water along 
and creates the electroosmotic flow as a pumping action. Therefore, the direction of 
the electroosmotic flow will directly depend on the sign of the charge on the capillary 
wall. The EOF is always migrating toward the electrode with the same charge as the 
surface of the capillary wall. Thus if there is an uncharged wall, there should be no 
EOF. 
 
Figure 3. Course of the ζ-­‐potential	
  and	
  interior surface of fused silica capillary  
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At the boundary plane (plane of shear) between the fixed and the diffuse layer, an 
electrical potential, also known as zeta potential, is developed. It depends on the 
electrical double layer thickness and the charge density of the diffuse layer. As shown 
in figure 3, in the diffuse layer this potential drops to zero. The EOF velocity and 
mobility are proportional to the zeta potential as given by the Smoluchowski 
equation,	
  
 
€ 
ν EOF =
ε ζ
η
E
    (eq. 7) 
or
 
€ 
µEOF =
ε ζ
η     (eq. 8)
 
 
where              νEOF  =  velocity of the buffer 
                       µEOF  =  EOF mobility 
                            ζ  =  zeta potential of the wall, which is defined as the voltage drop 
                                    between the Stern layer and the shear layer 
                            ε  =  dielectric constant of the buffer 
 
Electroosmotic flow across the capillary is almost uniform resulting in a flat plug 
flow, which opposes the parabolic shape of laminar flow usually present in the 
systems where the plug is pumped by a pressure differential, such as HPLC. The 
comparison between EOF and laminar flow is shown in figure 4. The benefit of such 
a profile as a flat plug flow is that the initial velocity of all solutes that are acted upon 
by the EOF is the same, despite their cross-sectional position in the capillary. In this 
way band broadening is greatly reduced and, as a result, narrow peaks of high 
efficiency are achieved. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of flow profiles in (A) HPLC and (B) CE 
 
Injecting and measuring migration time of some neutral compounds can be done 
experimentally to determine the electroosmotic flow. Specific characteristics of the 
neutral marker have to be considered. It should be neutral at the pH of the electrolyte 
solution, pure, identifiable by the detector, and there should be no interference with 
the capillary wall. It is described as a function of the effective length of the capillary, 
which is a distance from the injection end of the capillary to the detector, and the 
electric field applied. 
 
€ 
µEOF =
leff L
V t     (eq. 9) 
 
where               leff   =  effective length of the capillary 
                           L  =  total capillary length 
                           V  =  voltage applied 
                            t  =  migration time of EOF (neutral) marker 
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It is essential to keep the electroosmotic flow constant. Any variations can lead to 
incorrect results. If it changes, migration time of the analytes will change or errors in 
quantitative and qualitative analysis can occur. All variables that can affect the EOF 
should be considered, such as variation of the electric field where decreasing the 
voltage will directly influence the EOF, lowering pH will result in lower EOF, and 
temperature fluctuations. Higher temperatures will lower the buffer solution viscosity 
by 2-3 % per ºC and therefore increase the EOF. Variations of the buffer 
concentration affect the compactness of the double layer and therefore the zeta 
potential. If the ionic strength of the buffer solution decreases, it results in double 
layer broadening, increased zeta potential and stronger EOF. Adding a buffer 
modifier can affect the double layer in the capillary wall and consequently decrease 
or completely reverse the EOF. For example, adding the polymer polyethylene glycol 
(PEG) or surfactant polysorbate 20 will reduce the EOF while addition of quaternary 
ammonium compounds (CTAB, TTAB), mostly known as cationic detergents, will 
completely reverse the EOF. Usually, their presence is required in the running buffer, 
which can cause interaction with some of the analytes. 
 
1.1.3. Modes of capillary electrophoresis  
 
Capillary electrophoresis is comprised of diverse modes of separation that have 
different separative and operative characteristics. In general, CE is defined as a 
combination of many electrophoretic and chromatographic techniques and can be 
further divided into capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), capillary isoelectric 
focusing (CIF), capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), capillary isotachophoresis 
(CITP), micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography (MEKC), and capillary 
electro-chromatography (CEC). 
 
Capillary Zone Electrophoresis (CZE) is distinguished by the employment of open 
capillaries and approximately lower viscosity buffer systems. Separation of analytes 
relies on different electrophoretic and electroosmotic velocities of the ionic species 
and the background electrolyte according to their migration in the electric field. It is 
the most extensive mode of CE and has been used for many analytes. Cations are 
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accelerated by the electroosmotic flow and migrate towards the cathode, whereas 
anions, although attracted by the anode, are swept towards the anode due to the bulk 
flow of electrophoretic medium. Neutral species are not separated electrophoretically 
as they co-migrate with the EOF, so in this respect, CZE is not the method of choice 
for neutral ions. 
 
Capillary Isoelectric Focusing (CIEF) as a separation mode is based on the 
isoelectric pH or pI of the molecule and its migration in an electric field. At a specific 
pH (pI), certain molecules possess both a positive and negative charge, and behave as 
neutral since the charges cancel each other. Therefore, they should not move when 
the electric field is applied. In CIEF, a special mixture of buffers, also known as 
ampholytes, is employed to generate a pH gradient within the capillary. The 
ampholytes will arrange themselves under the applied electric field from a strong acid 
to the strong base throughout the capillary. Analytes will migrate through this pH 
gradient until they reach equal pH at their pI. Since they are uncharged at that point, 
they cease migrating. After focusing, it is necessary to mobilize them toward the 
detector, which is usually utilized with applied pressure flow. This mode is often 
used for the separation of proteins or closely related species. 
 
Capillary Gel Electrophoresis (CGE) is analogous to gel electrophoresis where the 
separation is based on viscous drag. The capillary is filled mostly with gel or some 
other high viscosity medium. The EOF is usually repressed in which case the 
movement of the analytes is assigned only to electrophoresis. CGE relies on 
separation of molecules that are distinct in size yet not in significant charge-to-mass 
ratio. Application of this method is mainly beneficial for analysis of DNA fragments 
or weight analysis of proteins treated with detergent.  
 
Capillary Isotachophoresis (CITP) is accomplished when the sample plug is 
restrained between two different electrolyte solutions in a constant electric field. First 
buffer or leading electrolyte, possess mobility higher than anything else in the 
separation and opposite, second buffer or trailing electrolyte, holds the lowest 
mobility of all. It is required that the charge of the analytes and the buffers has the 
same sign. After applied voltage, separation will not be observed with peaks but 
instead, the sample will form certain zones aligned one next to another according to 
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their mobilities. The length of the zone is proportional to the concentration of the 
analyte within that zone. This method is commonly used in pre-concentration or 
sample purification steps but nowadays is finding practical use in the determination 
of pharmaceuticals [20], proteins [21] and particles [22]. 
 
Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary Chromatography (MEKC) is a combination of 
principles from both capillary zone electrophoresis and chromatography that can 
separate neutral and charged species. As electrophoresis is impossible for uncharged 
analytes, it is necessary to employ some agent that will transport them along the 
capillary. The most commonly used modifier is charged detergent sodium dodecyl 
sulphate (SDS) in concentrations high enough to form micelles. As the specific 
disposition of the detergent, micelles have a lipophilic inner part and hydrophilic 
outer surface and have tendency to constantly form and disperse. The mechanism of 
the method is based on the difference in partitioning between micelles and the 
running buffer. Micelles in this method are behaving like stationary phases, whereas 
the running buffer acts like the mobile phase. Separation with the MEKC is utilized 
for large range of small-uncharged molecules, which are also adequately lipophilic to 
conjoin with the micelle such as drugs, peptides, proteins, pesticides etc. 
 
Capillary Electro-chromatography (CEC) is a fusion of electrophoresis and liquid 
chromatography techniques. The principle is similar to the MECK mode and can be 
described as a partitioning technique where the molecules are distributed amongst 
stationary and moving phases. Different analytes will tend to bind in bigger or 
smaller magnitudes with the stationary phase, effecting the separation. CEC 
capillaries are most frequently packed with the same particles employed in HPLC 
columns. In CEC, electroosmotic flow is used to press the mobile phase down the 
column. Improved separation efficiency results with the plug flow over laminar flow 
in pressure-driven systems. CEC is often present in online pre-concentration prior to 
separation and detection [23] but is also found practical when related to mass 
spectroscopy. 
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1.1.4. Detection in capillary electrophoresis 
 
To present some valuable data from the separation technique, it is elementary to 
detect and measure the analytes. Detection in CE is an important challenge; due to 
small detection volumes, samples should be generally concentrated for proper 
analytical detection. Detection can be qualitative and quantitative. Polyimide coated 
capillaries from 10 µm to 100 µm are in most cases employed in CE. Many CE 
detections techniques are comparable to those customized for liquid chromatography. 
Most of the detections are carried out on-capillary, and the most frequently used will 
be described herein. 
 
1.1.4.1. Optical detection 
 
Optical detection schemes are reasonably easy to setup and are very often used in CE. 
On-capillary detection is possible with UV-transparent fused silica capillaries, since 
the light source can be focused directly on the capillary. By far, absorbance and 
fluorescence detectors are the types encountered most in CE instrument systems [24]. 
 
1.1.4.1.1. UV/Vis Spectrophotometry 
 
The most frequently used detector in CE is the UV/Vis absorbance detector. This 
popularity comes from its universal nature and its accessibility from HPLC work. 
Absorbance detectors rely on the absorbance of light energy from the light source, 
of UV wavelengths by the analytes. As the analytes pass from the light source to the 
light detector, this absorbance creates a shadow where the intensity is directly 
proportional to the quantity of material present. It is an on-column detection 
technique, with insensitivity to temperature changes and is classified as non-
destructive for the analytes. For species like inorganic ions, aminoacids, sugars etc., 
which are non- UV-absorbing, detection is carried out in the indirect mode where a 
chromophore is supplemented with the background electrolyte, thus the 
chromophore appears with lower sensitivity and insufficient linearity. The fused 
silica capillary as sample holder passes through the UV/Vis detector where 
wavelengths of 200 nm and above may be employed without complications. A small 
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section of the polyimide coating of the capillary is removed, considering that section 
as an optical window. As the capillary tube is thin compared to conventional path 
lengths, care has to be taken with the detector design. Notably narrow capillaries 
compromise detector sensitivity so capillaries with less than 50 µm ID are not 
favored. For precise results, the light beam has to be of a small diameter and 
focused on that capillary section directly. The disadvantage of the method is that the 
capillary is fragile and prone to break. On the other side, running buffer should not 
be optically active in the range of the analyte [25]. 
 
1.1.4.1.2. Fluorescence 
 
Fluorescence spectrometry is adapted in CE in the same way as UV/Vis spectrometry. 
The system uses an external source of energy to excite the analyte to a higher energy 
state at one wavelength. When the excited analyte returns back to its ground state, it 
emits energy of a lower wavelength. In CE systems [8], fluorescent detectors 
generally employ lasers as the excitation source of energy. Their main advantage is 
that they project light of high intensity at a specific wavelength onto a very narrow 
channel of the capillary or in the microchip format [26], which as an outcome has 
good excitation efficiency. In their absorbance wavelengths and excitation, analytes 
can vary and therefore a fluorescent detector will not be able to detect all sample 
components. The sensitivity obtained from the detector can be from 10 to 1000 times 
better than an absorbance detector [27]. A drawback of this method is that analytes of 
interest in CE are not always fluorescent, so derivatizing agents are utilized to act as 
labels for the compound. Those markers are mostly organic aromatics and have 
excitations from 250 nm to 500 nm. 
 
1.1.4.2. Mass spectrometry (MS) 
 
Mass spectrometry is a specific strategy that can confirm and give very important 
structural information about analytes. It has been considered as a destructive, end-
column and sensitive detection method. Thus it has been used more than UV/Vis, laser 
induced fluorescence or electrochemical detectors. MS is an instrument to determine 
most biological molecules, such as peptides and proteins [28-31]. The coupling of CE 
with mass spectrometry gives an additional dimension of analysis in addition to 
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detection. CE data responds with migration time and quantity while MS gives info on 
the species charge and also provides data of molecular weight along with structural 
information. One of the first form of MS paired with CE was electrospray MS [32]. In 
CE setup, the outlet end of the capillary is inserted into the electrospray interface. As 
the volume from the capillary is very small, make-up liquid, known as Sheath solvent, 
is pumped. The liquid is mixed with a flowing gas stream and dispensed into a spray. 
The ionized analyte particles pass through the MS detector as the spray vaporizes. 
The MS system scans through the range of mass values. If the widths of the peaks in 
CE are very small, the MS instrument has to scan fast or peaks can be missed. 
 
The interfacing of commercial CE with commercial MS system has been inspected 
for a large number of applications in forensics, environmental analysis, bioanalysis, 
pharmaceutical analysis and the study of metabolites;. [33-39]. The model of these 
systems favors UV or alternative detectors prior to MS interface; however, the 
connection of two systems is expensive, complicated and unavailable for many 
laboratories.  
 
1.1.4.3. Electrochemical detection 
 
Electrochemical detection methods such as potentiometric, amperometric and 
conductometric modes have been shown to be very applicable in conjunction with 
CE. Interferences of high electric fields, electrode placement, and materials used for 
production and modification of the electrodes are the main concerned topics. The 
advantages for this coupled systems, regarding sensitivity and selectivity, are reported 
with a large number of applications [40-42].  
 
1.1.4.3.1. Potentiometric detection 
 
For potentiometric detection as a simple routine mode, application of the external 
voltage is not necessary. This system relies on reference and working electrodes 
where a potential is measured on the working electrode, a so-called ion-selective 
electrode (ISE), in contact with an analyte ion. Membranes can be crystalline-, glass- 
or liquid containing an active ionophore, but are specific and porous only for the 
favorable ions. Determination of organic and inorganic cations with ISE was 
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demonstrated by Nann and Simon et al. [43]. Ion-selective electrodes were initially 
used for investigations in this CE mode, but recently coated wire electrodes in which 
the wire is coated with thin layer film containing the ionophore of interest have been 
introduced. This approach of coated-wire ion selective electrodes was employed by 
Schnierle et al. [44] for the analysis of selected organic ions. 
 
This can be considered as the most selective electrochemical method as the electrodes 
are limited to ions of particular sign and charge number. Complexity of the 
potentiometric detection involves also handling, sensor preparation, vulnerable 
micromanipulations and limited lifetime. Reviews on applications and principles of 
potentiometric detection in CE are available [45-50]. 
 
1.1.4.3.2. Amperometric detection 
 
Amperometric mode of detection with CE is considered a powerful analytical 
technique with high sensitivity, good selectivity and low cost. In amperometric 
detection the current change between oxidation and/or reduction of electroactive 
analyte ions, is measured. A triple electrode setup is a prerequisite, namely use of a 
working, reference and an auxiliary electrode that controls the potential drop between 
working and reference electrode. The mechanism is based upon the sustained 
potential applied between working and reference electrode where the electron transfer 
is measured as the resulting current between working and auxiliary electrodes. 
Current flow through the working electrode is proportional to the electron transfer and 
as such, corresponds to the solute concentration. In CE, separation is usually 
performed at microampere levels and potentials at kilovolt levels, while the detector 
cell has to operate at picoampere currents and millivolt potentials. Amperometric 
detection is suitable for species that possess redox potential, like neurotransmitters 
[51], aromatic amines [52], carbohydrates [53], phenols etc. Amperometric detectors 
are also used for the detection of biogenic amines at levels low as 10-8 M [54]. Recent 
reviews on amperometric detection for CE are available [55-63].  
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1.1.4.3.3. Conductivity detection 
 
Distinguished from potentiometric and amperometric detection, conductivity detection 
has been estimated as the most universal mode that accompanies all charged species. 
The measurement of the signal, as the analyte response, can be performed directly or 
indirectly. By definition, it can be considered as the change in conductivity of the bulk 
solution between two electrodes as analyte passes through the electrode gap. If any sort 
of molecule changes the conductivity between the electrodes, it can be detected and 
measured response will be proportional to the concentration of the ions. Analytes are 
determined only if they are ionized in the background electrolyte solution (BGE). A 
conductivity detector cell embodies two inert electrodes, mostly platinum, across 
which a high frequency AC signal is applied to produce a current. During the 
detection, alternating current is utilized instead of direct current (DC) to prevent 
electrolysis reactions on the electrode surfaces and polarization of the electrodes. 
Another reason not to use DC is to avoid possible interference from the detection 
electronics. This current yields the resistance and conductivity according to Ohm’s 
law. Detector response as a current signal comes from the difference in conductivities 
between analyte ions and BGE co-ions of the same charge. Greater difference arises 
with higher detector response. Conductivity detection draws attention, as it requires no 
unnecessary chemical properties and therefore has been an attractive method for CE 
analysis. Two modes of conductivity detections, contact or contactless, are possible 
either with or without galvanic contact between electrolyte solution and the electrodes 
[48]. There are no principal dissimilarities between them and both have been 
developed and made commercially accessible. An operating frequency of 1 kHz is 
necessary when working with the contact mode, whereas for contactless mode several 
hundred kHz are often required. A high frequency contactless conductivity detector for 
isotachophoresis was introduced for the first time by Gas et al. [64] in the late 1970’s. 
In the background electrolyte, ions are always in excess and therefore a baseline signal 
and noise are constantly present at the detector. For this mode of detection, it is 
preferred to choose a low conductivity background electrolyte with high ionic strength, 
as sensitivity of the detection is as a result of the background conductivity. 
Conductivity detection has been used for the determination of charged species with 
relatively high specific conductivity that are non-UV or poor UV absorbing such as 
inorganic ions [65, 66], metal ions [67, 68], aminoacids [69, 70, 61, 63] or in 
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pharmaceutical and clinical analysis [71, 72] etc. Details on further applications and 
principles of conductivity detection are available [73-75, 60, 76, 50, 77, 78]. 
Conductivity methods require very small amounts of the sample, mostly in the 
microliter range, while the low detection limits (LOD) allow analysis on sub-
picogram amounts of analyte. They offer excellent selectivity in complexed samples 
due to lower electroactive interferences than the spectroscopic interferences. 
 
The advantage of electrochemical detection schemes is that they are not limited by 
wavelengths as in optical detection. On the other side, when using electrochemical 
methods for quantification, there is an evident limitation in selectivity. To overcome 
this limitation, affiliation among electrochemical quantification methods with a 
separation step should be considered.  
 
1.2 Capacitively Coupled Contactless Conductivity Detection in Capillary 
Electrophoresis (CE-C4D) 
 
1.2.1. Basic principles and configuration of CE-C4D 
 
The first no galvanic contact of electrodes with the solution was reported on a high-
frequency conductance microcell for the determination of conductivity in streaming 
solutions or solvents in the early 1980’s by Pungor et al. [79]. The conductance of 
potassium chloride and glucose solution within the range of different concentrations 
was measured by studying the applicability of the cell for flow injection. The 
usefulness of the cell coupled with ion chromatography was illustrated [80].  
 
The fundamental setup of an axial C4D configuration was introduced into CE by two 
independent research groups in 1998, Zemann and co-workers [75, 81] and Fracassi da 
Silva and Do Lago [82]. This setup as illustrated in figure 5 A, is yet currently in use. 
Two short electrodes of a few millimeter lengths, composed of either short metallic 
tubes or conductive silver varnish, are separated by a gap of 1 mm and positioned side 
by side around the capillary. Faradaic shielding (gap of 1 mm) is used to prevent 
direct capacitive coupling between the electrodes causing stray capacitance, which 
can result in an additional background signal. The shielding is normally made of thin 
copper foil with a drilled hole of 400 µm for the standard capillary of 365 µm outer 
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diameter size. Two external electrodes, namely actuator and pick-up electrodes, form 
two capacitors (C) and are connected with the resistor (R) via electrolyte solution in 
the capillary. The equivalent circuitry for a conventional contactless conductivity cell 
is shown in figure 5 B.  
  
Figure 5: Schematic drawing of C4D in an axial arrangement: 	
  
A Schematic drawing of the electronic circuitry, 
 
B Simplified circuitry 
 
It is possible to pass an excitation ac-voltage at the actuator electrode of significantly 
higher frequency of several hundred kHz through the cell. While passing through such 
a circuitry, current (i) is dependent on the applied ac-voltage (V) and frequency (f) as 
described by the equation: 
 
      (eq. 10) 
 
 
i = V
R + 1
π f C
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The current is restricted by capacitances from both electrodes at lower frequencies. 
On the other side, for higher frequencies only the solution resistance determines the 
current and not the capacitance at the electrodes. Regarding the equation 10, current 
(I) results in a plateau value. This approach where no contact is established between 
electrodes and the solution, results in a greater distance between capacitors and 
therefore smaller capacitance. Thus, higher frequencies are required, usually higher 
than 100 kHz. Custom value of 300 kHz is estimated as optimal [83]. Gathered by the 
pick-up electrode, AC current signal is converted into voltage using a feedback 
resistor and amplified to acquire a recordable DC signal that shifts as conductivity 
varies. To obtain the best resolution of the analog-to-digital converter, before 
rectifying measured signal, background signals should be suppressed. As an outcome 
of this, conductivity changes of the solution within the capillary between two 
electrodes can be monitored. In the work of Kubáň and Hauser, more elemental 
overview of C4D is described [84, 83, 85]. 
 
With an easy setup in C4D, precise alignment of the electrodes along the capillary is 
matching with a wide range of capillary diameters. Many advantages can be obtained 
with axial alignment and contactless configuration, such as characteristic decoupling 
from the employed electric field for separation, the possibility to miniaturize the 
detector cell due to its construction simplicity and the prevention of fouling and 
corrosion of the electrodes. When UV detection is employed, removal of a section of 
the polyimide coating of the capillary is necessary to endorse radiation, whereas in 
C4D is not. Nowadays, commercialized C4D detectors are available (www.edaq.com, 
www.istech.at) and the possibility to couple them, not just with CE but also with other 
separation techniques such as FIA, IC or HPLC, is feasible. 
 
1.2.2. Applications of CE-C4D 
 
Capillary electrophoresis has been utilized in many different fields. Advantages 
include: fast results with high resolution and separation efficiency due to applied high 
voltages or low reagent and sample consumption, high selectivity, along with low 
effects from matrices in samples and simple sample preparation over enzymatic or 
chromatographic methods. Typically, conductivity detection is a universal method 
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that is easy to fabricate at low cost. Uncomplicated cell geometry and simple 
electronic circuitry mean that C4D cell can be made in-house, which gives enough 
reasons for its acceptance in several research groups. Since its arrival in CE, analyses 
were applied for species that are not-UV absorbed such as inorganic ions. High 
separation efficiency was provided with direct detection carried out with C4D. 
Successful analysis of species in complex sample matrices have been reported [86, 65]. 
Determination of both cations and anions in a single sample of rain, where it was 
possible to determine 21 cations and anions in one run, was reported by Kuban et al. 
[87]. After protonation or deprotonation of organic acids and bases, determination 
with CE-C4D is possible. Fatty acids, alkylammonium cations, and alkylsulfonic 
anions were determined with indirect C4D [88-90]. Underivatized and free amino 
acids and related compounds were also identified [91, 92, 63]. Contactless 
conductivity detection has been successfully performed on a microchip platform [93-
96, 62, 97-101]. Several review articles on applications of C4D in CE have been 
published emphasizing environmental, pharmaceutical and forensic fields among 
others [102, 23, 103, 85, 104-106, 77, 78]. C4D applications have spread to other 
separation techniques such as ion chromatography [107], HPLC [108, 109, 70] 
and flow-injection analysis [17, 110-112]. Although Haddad and co-workers [113] 
have used C4D in electrochromatography, applications of C4D in CEC in general have 
been very limited to date. Kubáň et al. explained the determination of inorganic 
cations by OT-CEC using an anionic polymer wall-coating as stationary phase 
[114].  
 
1.3 Capillary electrophoresis coupled with sequential injection analysis 
 
Until the 1990s, flow-injection analysis (FIA) was generally welcomed in academic 
analytical chemistry laboratories as an automated method whereby into a solution 
with continuous flow, sample is injected into the continuous flow of a carrier solution. 
The injected sample solution forms a zone that flows toward the detector. This aspect 
has been used to develop FIA systems for a wide range of analytical techniques. 
Sequential injection (SI) is a novel technique that evolved from FI [115], and is based 
on computer controlled programmable flow allowing rapid, precise, efficient injection 
of samples and reagents into one channel. J. Ružicka and G. D. Marshall introduced 
sequential injection analysis (SIA) for the first time in 1990 [116], where they 
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employed the “stopped” flow method for the analysis of thiocyanates. Soon 
afterwards, Ružicka also reported the first review on the principles of SI flow 
methodology [117]. From that time, the expansion of SIA was eminent and a diverse 
spectrum of applications was reported [118-122].  
 
The basis of SIA is that the method relies on multi-tasks that can easily be performed 
in a single channel regarding controlled partial dispersion and repeatable sample 
manipulation. Multi-tasking is only possible by employing a multi-port selection 
valve to redirect solutions according to the controlled program. A schematic diagram 
of the conventional SIA configuration is given in figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the basic SIA system setup 
 
The performance of SIA depends on a multi-position selection valve and the driving 
force. The device that provides the force is usually either a peristaltic or a piston 
pump. A computer controls the whole system and, aspiration of the liquids is mostly 
carried out by the selection valve and propulsion with a two-way motor driven pump.  
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Recent introduction of the micro SI lab-on-valve (LOV) is considered to be the third 
generation of FIA [123], where even lower consumption of reagents and samples is 
required. These developments where every part of the equipment can be unified and 
modeled in one box, and where small volumes are needed for measurements, can be 
considered as a great opportunity for clinical and environmental analysis [124-127]. 
Enhanced functionality of the flow cell for detection as well as descended integrated 
instrumentation for fast, automated analysis were becoming beyond the abilities of 
many research groups due to challenges in equipment support and construction 
disputes. This was overcome with the arrival of the Lab-at-Valve (LAV) modified 
configuration of SIA, where the flow cell is integrated onto the selection valve 
meaning that all the components are remaining attached to the purchased valve. 
Hence, this recent development exhibits all the ease-of-use of LOV and since then, 
the growth in applications has been noted [128-130]. 
 
In SIA, if determination of more than one compound is necessary, derivatization of 
the analytes with chemicals is usually required. This makes the flow analysis scheme 
very complicated. On the other side, coupling of the SIA is more desirable with LC or 
CE because these present no complicated technical confrontations. As an automated 
system, SIA also uses pressure to initiate the flow as in LC. Some drawbacks such as 
the high costs of instrumentation or equipment maintenance along with the high 
backpressure during the analytical procedure have had a negative impact on its 
prevalence. Coupling SIA with CE, which is based on a syringe pump and multi-
position selection valve, makes SIA capable of simultaneous detection. Moreover, this 
combination of powerful separation mechanisms of electrophoresis with automated SI 
technique manifests with advanced aspects of both, CE and SIA, i.e. high separation 
efficiency, absence of experimental complications, small solution consumption 
together with the accurate manipulation of small liquid volumes, and is program 
controlled. Although, it can be a technical challenge when the pressure-induced flow 
from SIA confronts the plug flow in CE, the employment of a syringe pump concedes 
reproducible pressurization of the capillary for injection. In addition, the use of a 
syringe pump allows capillary rinsing and conditioning without the need to modify 
the instrument. However, the required use of the high voltages can cause some 
deficiency and malfunctions (defect) of the electronic controls. Employment of 
capillaries in CE necessitates low injection volumes in the nL range and therefore 
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flow splitting is needed. This has been accomplished with specially designed 
interfaces that are compatible with flow mode as well as with capillary 
electrophoresis mode [131, 132, 18, 17, 133-136]. Schematic drawing of a 
conventional SIA-CE combination and commonly used interfaces are shown in figure 
7.  
 
 
 
Figure 7. (A) Schematic drawing of conventional SIA-CE setup and (B) Some of 
split-flow interfaces: 1) conical and H-chip design, 2) lockable split-flow 
interface, 3) flushed vial interface, 4) falling-drop interface, 5) membrane 
(A) 
(B) 
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based on-capillary interface; Electrode (E), capillary (C), flow entrance 
(IN), outlet (OUT). 
In 1997, flow-based techniques coupled with CE were first reported by Kubán et al. 
[17] and Fang et al. [18] and in 2003 in the work of Ružicka and co-workers, insulin 
derivatization and anion separation were demonstrated [137, 135]. In the work of 
Hauser and co-workers, C4D was employed for the rapid separation and detection of 
inorganic cations and anions in a short capillary [138]. Using the same detection 
method, in the work of Mai et al. [139] reported the on-site monitoring of the 
concentrations of inorganic anions and cations. They also showed an optimized 
system for automated on-line preconcentration before separation in order to improve 
CE detection limits by determining drug residues in water [140]. From the same 
group separation of carboxylates and 16 fast inorganic anions and slow organic anions 
was reported [141]. Zacharis et al. [136] demonstrated the combination of a SIA-CE 
system with laser-induced fluorescence as a detection method. More reports of the 
extension of CE with SIA systems can be found in [142-145, 133, 146].  
 
1.4 Research objectives  
 
Five correlative research objectives were pursued in this dissertation mainly to 
further develop and investigate CE-C4D techniques in order to extend the 
applications of capacitively coupled conductivity detection in capillary 
electrophoresis and to examine modifications to such a system, including coupling 
with sequential injection analysis. In detail description of the projects is in the 
chapter of Results and Discussion. Different cell designs and system settings were 
tested to determine the performance, cell geometry and feasibility of the method. 
Some of the fundamental aspects were investigated and reported hereinafter. 
According to interrelated similarities among projects, suitable approach was 
undertaken. 
 
I. Application of capillary electrophoresis with C4D for determination of DNA 
fragments. DNA was chosen as the desired target for this dissertation due to 
the possibility that this application can be useful for the identification of 
specific microorganisms in cell culture. Moreover, genetically modified 
organisms derived from food must be specially labeled or banned and for this 
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reason, simple ways to detect them are required. Over the past few decades, 
hundreds of applications have been reported for CE-C4D but to the best of our 
knowledge none have involved the determination of DNA fragments. The 
composition of the buffer was examined in order to reach effective 
determination of DNA fragments. The developed method was compared with 
the most commonly used technique for this application, slab gel 
electrophoresis. Two CE instruments with C4D detectors were used for the 
measurements: a commercial instrument and a homemade system. 
Commercial bench-top CE system is directed towards laboratory usage and is 
not meant to be portable diagnostic platform, although it provides the basis 
for many medical diagnostics. On the other side, the homemade system is 
portable and well suited for various diagnostics in the clinic or in the field 
and can be used for practical realization of point-of-care applications such as 
public health surveillance and clinical medicine. This combination of 
portability, performance and cost-effectiveness of the system will enable 
more accessible healthcare. 
II. Application of sequential injection analysis coupled with CE-C4D for 
pressure-assisted separation of artificial sweeteners. The employment of 
pressure assistance for electrophoretic separation was suggested for the 
determination and separation of the most commonly used artificial 
sweeteners. CE-C4D was coupled with a sequential injection analysis (SIA) 
manifold that is based on a bidirectional syringe pump and a multiposition 
selection valve. Namely, aspartame, cyclamate, saccharin and acesulfame K 
were quantified by hydrodynamic pumping optimized for two sets of 
conditions, either for low detection limits or for fast analysis time. 
Employment of the commercial CE instrument was not suitable for carrying 
out measurements, as it was not possible to use narrow internal diameter 
capillaries. Reason for employment of the narrow capillaries was the band 
broadening generated by hydrodynamic pumping. It has been shown that 
narrow capillaries can be applied to SIA-CE-C4D for measurements done in 
food samples without degradation of the detection limits and with 
improvement of the separation efficiency. All the operation steps and 
measurements were controlled with the computer with possibility to modify 
electrophoretic parameters during the experiment run. 
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III. Exploration of a referenced C4D detector cell and its features in CE. A dual 
C4D detector for CE was developed with such an approach that the changes in 
the buffer composition are instantly accounted for. In previous versions of the 
cell, electronic zero setting of the baseline was adjusted manually but that is 
no longer needed with this version. The new C4D cell design is demonstrated 
for the detection and determination of inorganic cations in capillary 
electrophoresis.  
IV. Real time monitoring in CE using an array of C4D detectors. The SIA-CE-
C4D system was optimized for operation where pressure was incorporated for 
sample injection and positioning along the fixed capillary when an array of 
16 C4D detectors is employed. The use of a computer controlled motor driven 
syringe pump allows for different variations of the flow and consequently can 
be used to obtain separation profiles. Determination of inorganic anions and 
cations was examined. Constant progress of the peaks movement from the 
injected sample plug and passing throughout an array of 16 detectors was 
demonstrated. Until now, only simulated monitoring using special software 
has been possible for studying the electrophoretic processes throughout the 
capillary. With such a system setup, it is possible to do in-situ investigation 
of the fundamental and background processes of the separation i.e. peak 
shapes, separation dynamics, conductivity changes etc. 
V. Study on the effect of the electrolyte concentration. The detectors in C4D are 
in most cases used with low conductivity buffer solutions. When the higher 
conductivity buffers were employed with very narrow capillaries, high signal-
to-noise ratio was noticed. That was not in agreement with the fundamental 
aspects of the axial contactless conductivity detection. In order to clarify the 
unexpected effect of the buffer concentration on sensitivity and to reach a 
better understanding of the performance of C4D in capillary electrophoresis, 
particular investigations were carried out. Studies on some of the fundamental 
processes of the cell such as behavior, response and properties together with 
the geometry of the new cell design are reported. It opens the possibility that 
the present effect is a result of the synergistic effect of several factors, 
although some of the aspects are explained, the solution for the problem still 
remains to be investigated. 
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2. Results and Discussion 
 
Most of the sections from this thesis have been published or are in press to journals in 
analytical chemistry. Accordingly, topics in this section will be presented with a 
resume of five projects gathered with reprints of two published articles, two 
manuscripts in press and an on-going project. At the start, Chapter 2.1 describes the 
application of contactless conductivity detection in capillary electrophoresis with 
determination of PCR products. The work, where hydrodynamic pumping coupled 
with an SIA system has been used for separation and determination of the most 
commonly used artificial sweeteners, is presented in Chapter 2.2. Chapter 2.3 is 
devoted to a brief study that has been undertaken on the further development of the 
C4D detector, and a report of the cell behavior is detailed. As described in Chapter 
2.4, further exploration and monitoring of the separation dynamics within the 
capillary, using array of 16 C4D detectors combined with the SIA-CE-C4D system, 
was investigated. In Chapter 2.5, characteristics and specific fundamental behaviors 
of the cell are explained in order to investigate the effect of the conductivity of the 
electrolyte solution on the sensitivity of the cell. At the end, one article previously 
described in Chapter 2.1, will be presented in appendix. 
 
2.1 Determination of PCR products by capillary electrophoresis with contactless 
conductivity detection  
 
The routine method for DNA analysis is electrophoresis on a slab gel, but with CE, 
faster separation can be managed without derivatization and labeling of the samples. 
As the CE process also offers the possibility to be automated, C4D was found as a 
good alternative method. Separations of DNA fragments and PCR products were 
studied. Electrophoretic separation was carried out initially for DNA mass ladder 
accommodating fragments of 100, 200, 400, 800, 1200, and 2000 bp to cover a wide 
range of interest. This has been successfully achieved with contactless conductivity 
detection after encompassing optimized separation conditions such as type and 
concentration of the sieving matrix, type and pH of background electrolyte solution, 
applied high-voltage etc. Low viscosity not cross-linked polyacrylamide, namely 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone, at a concentration of 5% was adopted as a sieving polymer 
after careful study on the effect of the concentration. As predicted, increased 
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concentration prompted an enhanced baseline resolution in a separation buffer 
comprised of 20 mM Tris and 20 mM 2-(cyclohexylamino)ethansulphonic acid at pH 
8.5. A bacterial plasmid DNA template isolated from Escherichia Coli was used for 
PCR reaction to synthesize two desired fragments of specific size. Sizes were selected 
to fit into the range of the DNA mass ladder for easier comparison. Hydrodynamic 
injection was carried out as it allows analysis without additional purification of the 
sample. Determination was successful but the results from that experiment, observed 
from the electropherograms, showed considerably low sensitivity due to inappropriate 
setup for PCR reaction where not enough cycles were performed resulting with low 
concentrations of the PCR sample. To anticipate this factor, another PCR reaction for 
two designed fragments was carried out by increasing the number of PCR cycles. 
Satisfactory detection and improvement of sensitivity was observed. Following 
adequate detection of bacterial plasmid PCR product, further analysis of a food 
sample regarding genetically modified organisms (GMO) deriving from genomic 
DNA soybeans were accomplished. All optimized conditions for determination of 
PCR products were considered and employed. When compared with the conventional 
slab gel electrophoresis that takes usually 2 h for convenient separation, with CE-C4D 
determination was completed in less than 30 min. Moreover, the potential for 
development of miniaturized and portable instruments appears, as some of the 
measurements were carried out on the in-house built portable instrument, see figure 8.  	
  
 
 
Figure 8. Portable purpose made CE-C4D system
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2.2 Determination of artificial sweeteners by capillary electrophoresis with 
contactless conductivity detection optimized by hydrodynamic pumping 
 
To control separation in capillary electrophoresis, it is necessary to optimize the 
system for accurate injection, separation, and detection as well as to record data in an 
independent way. For these purposes, a new system has been established on the basis 
of CE-C4D, combined with a sequential injection manifold. This setup utilizes a 
stepper-motor driven syringe pump connected to a holding coil for a multiport 
selection valve. A splitting needle valve was used for adjustment of the flow into two 
streams toward two solenoid isolation valves used for flushing of the capillary and 
accurate hydrodynamic injection. The high-voltage end was embedded in a safety box 
to prevent electrical arching that can in turn lead to failure of the electric 
instrumentation in the system set-up. The entire modus operandi, along with flushing 
the interface and capillary, injection, separation, data recording, automatic switching 
of the high-voltage polarity and trigger respectively, was controlled with command 
sequences written in the software PumpLink. Modifications were possible even 
during a separation run. Notwithstanding, for optimizing resolution and analysis time, 
superimposition of a hydrodynamic flow has to be considered as one of the most 
useful parameters, although it tends to lead to band broadening. Employment of the 
narrow diameter capillaries can significantly decrease this conflicting effect and 
improve separation efficiency. Rapid separation of the most commonly used artificial 
sweeteners, namely aspartame, cyclamate, saccharin and acesulfame-K, was carried 
out with the application of pressure induced by the micro movement of the motor 
driven pump. Injection of the sample was performed with precise control and amount 
of the applied pressure for hydrodynamic pumping. Pressurization was determined 
using the flow rate with pressure drop and diameter and the length of the tubing. In 
comparison with conventional CE separation, analysis times for two differently 
optimized sets of measurements were reduced from 7 min to 3 min in the first case 
when a large sample plug was injected, and around 70 sec for a very small injection 
plug. The repeatabillities are similar in both cases whereas the limits of detection for 
the large plug were around 10 times lower than the values from the small injection 
plug. 
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2.3 Referenced capacitively coupled conductivity detector for capillary 
electrophoresis 
 
CE has been widely recognized as a universal detection technique as it measures 
electrolytic conductivity. Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) with the application of 
conductivity detection was confronted with possible complications when a high 
separation voltage is applied. However, this deficiency was circumvented with the 
inception of axial capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detection (C4D) and 
was demonstrated over a wide range of applications. The standard arrangement of a 
C4D cell is composed of two round electrodes placed axially around a capillary with a 
small gap in between. Electrodes are considered as capacitors and the gap in between 
as a resistor. Applied ac-voltage passes through the first electrode and the current is 
read through the second electrode, converted back to an ac-voltage with an 
operational amplifier, and afterwards amplified. For this setup, higher frequencies are 
employed due to low coupling capacitances. Also observed is an influence of direct 
capacitive coupling between electrodes called stray capacitance. An electric offset 
circuitry is usually adjusted manually, due to baseline changes caused by BGE 
conductivity. To avoid a temperature influence on conductivity detection as well as 
potential influence of the background signal on signal-to-noise ratio, a referenced 
approach was devised. New “sandwich” design of the referenced C4D cell is 
illustrated in figure 9 below. 
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Figure 9. Picture of the referenced “sandwich” C4D cell 
  
Placed in a grounded metallic box, the detector is split with a Faradaic shield into two 
parts: the excitation and pick-up component, respectively. A transformer is placed in 
the excitation section, producing AC signals to the working (blue) and referenced 
(yellow) channels. Round electrodes are attached on the “sandwich” made of two 
pairs of printed circuit boards (PCB). The thicker pair of PCBs provides the electric 
contact between two sections through electrodes. The thinner, grounded inner pair of 
1 mm (2 x 0.5 mm) size, point with their copper sides toward each other, shielding the 
cell and preventing potential stray capacitance. When the AC current from the cell 
passes to the pick-up section, it is converted to voltage with operational amplifier 
(OPA). That signal is rectified after and the background signal is offset to zero. When 
the background signals are substantial, this zero adjustment has to be done manually 
when the baseline shifts. It is significantly easier to use the hand made transformer 
that increases the signal by a factor of 10 rather than the active amplifier as used 
before. Two windings of the transformer provide two opposite sign signals where one 
will lead to the electrode of the working channel and the other to the reference 
channel electrode, respectfully. In the pick-up section, when traced on the 
oscilloscope, large background signal from the conductivity of the buffer is observed 
when the working channel is employed. Vice versa, if only the reference channel is 
attached, the signal generated from the referenced capillary filled with the same buffer 
is inverted. When both channels are merged to the input of the operational amplifier, 
significantly decreased amplitude of the signal is attained and, in this manner, the 
meaningful part of the background signal is purged. To monitor the temperature 
drifts, we used a temperature sensor placed inside the cell. Evidently, the temperature 
sensitivity was reduced by utilization of the reference. To demonstrate functionality 
of the developed referenced C4D detector, three cations, namely sodium, potassium 
and lithium, were selected as exemplary analytes. The optimized background 
electrolyte (BGE) is comprised of 20 mM L-histidine adjusted to pH 4 with acetic 
acid and 2 mM 18-Crown-6. With these CE conditions, calibration curves were 
acquired up to 100 µM with a very good correlation coefficient (r higher than 0.997), 
with RSD% for peak areas of 1.3-3.4 % for three different internal diameter 
capillaries of 50 µm, 25 µm and 10 µm respectfully.  
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With a configuration of the developed cell in such a way, the performance of the 
detector is significantly improved. The influence of the temperature is notably 
reduced and adjustment of the electronic offset is now automated.  
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Abstract
A dual capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detector for capillary electrophoresis was developed. The two
channels are arranged in a bridge configuration so that one of them acts as a reference whose signal is subtracted.
This effectively compensates for the baseline conductivity of the separation buffer so that the electronic zero setting
is not necessary. Changes in the buffer composition are automatically accounted for, as are temperature drifts. The
system is demonstrated for the detection of inorganic model cations in capillary electrophoresis. Besides the use
with two separate capillaries, one of which solely serves as reference, it was also found possible to use a single capil-
lary which is looped back through the reference cell.
Keywords: Contactless conductivity detector, Capillary electrophoresis
DOI: 10.1002/elan.201300413
1 Introduction
The measurement of electrolytic conductivity can be con-
sidered a universal detection method for ions separated
by chromatographic and electrophoretic techniques. For
this reason it has long been the standard in ion-chroma-
tography. For capillary zone electrophoresis the applica-
tion of conductivity detection had been hindered by the
small dimensions of the capillaries and the potential inter-
ference from the separation voltage, but these challenges
were overcome by the introduction of the axial capaci-
tively coupled contactless technique introduced by
Zemann et al. [1] and da Silva and do Lago et al. [2] in
1998. The method is now commonly known as C4D for
Capacitively Coupled Contactless Conductivity Detec-
tion. Many applications in diverse fields have been re-
ported. Prominent is the detection of species which do
not absorb UV-light and are thus not directly accessible
on standard instruments fitted with a UV-detector.
Recent reviews discussing applications of C4D are avail-
able [3–9].
A C4D cell consists of two tubular electrodes arranged
along the axis of a capillary or tubing. Each electrode
forms a capacitance with the electrolyte inside, having the
capillary wall as dielectric, and the ion solution in the gap
between the electrodes can be considered as an electrical
resistance. To probe the conductance (which is the inverse
of resistance) an AC-voltage is coupled into the solution
via the first electrode and the resulting current read out
through the second electrode. Frequencies of several hun-
dred kHz are required due to the small coupling capaci-
tances. Following its introduction in 1998 several studies
on the fundamental aspects of the cell, such as its fre-
quency behaviour and effects of stray capacitance (i.e.
direct capacitive coupling between the electrodes), have
been reported [10–17] and the method has been charac-
terized well. The cell current is converted to an AC-volt-
age with an operational amplifier and then rectified. An
offset-circuitry is usually also required as small changes
on a baseline caused by the background conductivity of
the buffer contained in the capillary have to be moni-
tored. A few variations of the basic arrangement have
been reported. These include a cell with semicircular
electrodes which are clamped onto the capillary and thus
avoids having to thread the capillary through the tubular
electrodes [18], the use of elevated excitation voltages for
improved signal to noise ratios [19,20], a miniaturized
cell which contains the electrodes and associated circuitry
on a small printed circuit board [21], and a cell with
a very high resolution analog-to-digital convertor [22].
A fundamental short-coming of C4D is the fact that it
is a bulk method, i.e. a general solution property is mea-
sured, which causes the presence of a background signal.
For a cell without effective shielding an appreciable con-
tribution to the background signal may also arise from
direct capacitive coupling between the electrodes (stray
capacitance). The background signals tend to dominate
the signal to noise ratio, and therefore adversely affect
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the limits of detection. Small variations in this back-
ground signal will also cause drifts in the baseline. Con-
ductivity detection of ion solutions is particularly suscep-
tible to temperature changes due to temperature coeffi-
cients of around 2% [23]. Generally, in such situations
a referenced approach is often adopted using an electron-
ic bridge arrangement [24]. A well known example within
the field of analytical chemistry is the thermal conductivi-
ty detector in gas chromatography [25]. For C4D only two
reports of referenced arrangements are known. Fercher
et al. described an electrophoresis microchip with two
C4D cells, the first one placed close to the injection end
of the separation channel, the second one close to its
other end [26]. The signals were separately amplified,
processed by a balancing circuitry and then subtracted.
Shen et al. presented a similar arrangement employing
two detector cells for a conventional capillary, but used
a very special circuitry which included two resonating
quartz crystals [27]. The arrangement for conventional
capillaries reported herein employs a straightforward
standard circuitry and a common cell.
2 Experimental
2.1 Instrumentation
The desktop function generator (GFG-8216A) used to
obtain the sine wave was a product of Good Will Instru-
ment (Taipei, Taiwan). The transformer was based on two
E 13/7/4, N87 ferrite cores with a matching E 13/7/4 coil
former, obtained from EPCOS (Munich, Germany)
(product nos. B66305-G-X187 and B66306-C1010-T1).
The primary winding consisted of 10 turns of enamelled
copper wire of 0.2 diameter, and the secondary windings
of 110 and 100 turns of enamelled copper wire of 0.1 mm
diameter. The electrodes used in the construction of the
cell were wire ferrules obtained from Vogt Verbindung-
stechnik (Lostorf, Switzerland, product no. 459706) and
the guidance tube was a product of Upchurch (Oak
Harbor, WA, USA, product no. F-185). The pick up am-
plifier was an OPA602 (Texas Instruments, Austin, TX,
USA) and the rectifier was based on an integrated syn-
chronous detector (AD630, Analog Devices, Norwood,
MA, USA). More details on the circuitry are given in
a previous publication [19]. The signals were recorded on
a personal computer using an e-corder 401 data acquisi-
tion system (eDAQ, Deniston East, NSW, Australia). An
oscilloscope (TDS1001B) from Tektronix (Beaverton,
OR, USA) was employed for visualization of the signals.
The temperature sensor was a LM35CZ (Texas Instru-
ments). The electrophoresis experiments were carried out
on an instrument constructed in-house employing a dual
polarity high voltage supply (Spellman CZE2000, Pulbor-
ough, UK) with !30 kV maximum output voltage and
polyimide coated fused silica capillaries of 365 mm OD
and 10, 25 and 50 mm ID (from Polymicro, Phoenix, AZ,
USA).
2.2 Chemicals and Procedures
All the chemicals were of analytical grade and were pur-
chased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland), Merck (Darm-
stadt, Germany) or Sigma-Aldrich (Buchs, Switzerland).
Stock solutions (5 mM) of sodium, potassium, lithium as
chloride salts and nitrate, nitrite and sulfate as sodium
salts were used as standards (100 mM) and were prepared
daily. For all solutions deionized ultrapure water of
18 MWcm resistivity was used (prepared on equipment
from Millipore, Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France). The
capillaries were preconditioned with 1 M NaOH for
15 min and water for 15 min, followed by 1 M HCl for
15 min, water for 15 min and the background electrolyte
for 15 min. Injection was carried out by moving the capil-
lary employed for the separation to the sample container
followed by siphoning, while the reference capillary re-
mained in the container with the background electrolyte.
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Detector Design
A schematic drawing of the overall C4D cell design is
shown in Figure 1A. The detector is fitted into a grounded
metallic box which is divided into excitation and pick-up
sections by a Faradaic (grounded) shield. The excitation
part contains the transformer which provides the appro-
priate AC signals to the working and reference channels
as discussed below. The pick-up section holds an opera-
tional amplifier which converts the cell currents to a volt-
age. The arrangement of the two electrode pairs is illus-
trated in Figure 1B. The tubular electrodes are fitted into
appropriate holes of a pair of printed circuit boards of
1.6 mm thickness and soldered in place to tracks which
provide the electric connections to the excitation and
pick-up circuitries. The electrodes contain polymeric guid-
ance sleeves for alignment of the electrodes. The two
boards holding the electrodes are sandwiched to an inner
couple of printed circuit boards of 0.5 mm thickness
which define the cell length as 1 mm. The inner boards
have their copper layers on the inside, forming the
grounded shield between excitation and pick up sections
of the cell to minimize stray capacitance. The holes of
0.4 mm are just large enough to allow passage of the ca-
pillaries (with 365 mm OD).
The standard building blocks of the circuitry used in
C4D are shown in Figure 2A along with an illustration of
the signal processing in Figure 2B. A sine wave is ob-
tained with a function generator which is optionally
boosted to elevated voltages with an amplifier in order to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio [19,20,28]. The alternat-
ing current obtained from the cell is converted to a volt-
age with a pick-up amplifier. This signal is then rectified
and low pass filtered, and the background signal is offset
to zero, before a gain is applied and the signal is fed to
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) before further
processing in the digital domain on a computer. The zero
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setting is a complication that arises when signals have
a large background and is due to the need for matching
their effective dynamic range to the input range of the
ADC. The process is illustrated in Figure 2B. Unless a spe-
cial ADC with unusually high resolving power is em-
ployed [22], failure to carry out this match will result in
digitization noise, or even in the loss of recognition of
small peaks. Most reported designs of C4D circuitries
therefore include such an offset stage. However, the zero-
ing of the baseline usually requires the intervention of
the user (such as through the manual adjustment of a po-
tentiometer) and may necessitate frequent re-adjustment
if the baseline is drifting.
A schematic of the new circuitry is given in Figure 3. A
sine wave of 250 kHz is produced with a standard exter-
nal function generator, which has an output of 20 Vp–p
(peak-to-peak voltage). This signal is then boosted to ap-
proximately 200 Vp–p by a small purpose made transform-
er contained in the cell itself. This is a much simpler ap-
proach than the use of an active booster amplifier as pre-
viously used in our group. The transformer has two secon-
dary windings which create two signals of opposite sign,
i.e. two sine waves with a phase shift of 1808. One of
these signals is fed to the excitation electrode for the
working channel, while the other is brought to the refer-
ence excitation electrode. The two pick-up electrodes are
connected to the input of an operational amplifier in the
current-to-voltage converter configuration. The signal is
then rectified and low pass filtered and brought to the
data acquisition system. The offset circuitry is not needed
as the use of the reference imparts an inherent subtrac-
tion of the background signal (if the reference capillary is
filled with the separation buffer).
The fundamental principle of the referenced cell is il-
lustrated by the oscilloscope traces of Figure 4. Trace A
shows the signal generated through a capillary filled with
buffer amplified by the pick-up amplifier (without con-
necting the reference arm). This corresponds to the usual
cell arrangement with a single channel. A sine voltage of
a relatively high amplitude is obtained, due to the buffer
in the capillary. The peaks in the electropherogram corre-
Fig. 1. A) Sketch of cell arrangement. B) Configuration of the
electrode pairs.
Fig. 2. A) Block diagram of standard circuitry. B) Illustration of
the signal processing with offset and gain stages to match the
input range of an analog-to-digital converter.
Fig. 3. Block diagram of the new circuitry.
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spond to small changes of this amplitude. Trace B shows
the signal generated from the reference capillary filled
with the same buffer. Note that the two signals are exact-
ly 1808 out of phase, i.e. inverted. Trace C shows the
signal resulting when both channels are connected to the
input of the amplifier, the usual mode of operation of the
new design. A signal of much reduced amplitude is ob-
tained due to the subtraction of the reference signal. The
input of the operational amplifier is a so-called summing
point which leads to an effective subtraction of the refer-
ence signal (with opposite sign) from the working signal.
Thus a large part of the background signal is removed.
Note that the amplitude of the reference signal is
slightly lower than that of the working channel. The
reason for this is the fact that the secondary winding of
the transformer for the reference signal deliberately has
fewer windings so that its amplitude is about 10% lower
than the signal. The reference voltage is thus always
lower than the working voltage. This means that the com-
pensation of the background signal is not complete, but
on the other hand it prevents the net signal from crossing
through zero should the balance not be perfect and thus
assures a defined polarity of the net signal. Also clearly
apparent is a cancellation of at least a substantial part of
the electronic noise in the referenced approach.
3.2 Performance
The separation of the 3 model cations sodium, potassium
and lithium is shown in Figure 5. Electropherogram A
was acquired with only the working cell connected to the
input of the pick-up amplifier. This corresponds to the
usual situation. A large background signal due to the con-
ductivity of the separation buffer is present. When the
reference channel was also connected to the input elec-
tropherogram B was obtained. Clearly, the desired effect
of removing a large fraction of the background signal is
achieved, while the relevant signal is retained, i.e. the
peaks are not affected by the reference. Note, that the
reference capillary was of identical diameter and length
as the separation capillary, filled with the same back-
ground electrolyte and placed into the same vials for ap-
plication of the separation voltage.
The arrangement can compensate for any drifts which
are common to both capillaries, but, of course, not effects
which only occur in one of the capillaries. The ability of
the referenced configuration to correct for temperature
drifts was tested by warming the cell with a heat gun. The
temperature inside the cell was monitored with an elec-
tronic temperature sensor and its signal recorded along
with the output of the C4D. The results are shown in
Figure 6 for the 3 capillary diameters of 10, 25 and
50 mm. In part A the change in signals for the non-refer-
enced cell configuration are shown along with the temper-
ature profile on heating, while in part B the repeat meas-
urements for the referenced configuration are given.
Note, that the signals shown are not absolute, but devia-
tions from the baseline. It is apparent that the tempera-
ture sensitivity is largely removed by use of the reference.
The performance in the quantitative determination of
Fig. 4. Oscilloscope traces of the signal at the output of the
pick-up amplifier for A) working channel connected to amplifier,
B) reference channel connected, C) both working and reference
channel connected (30 mM histidine/2-morpholinoethanesulfonic
acid (MES) buffer in 50 mm ID capillary).
Fig. 5. Separation of 3 model cations at 100 mM. A) Conven-
tional set-up without applying offset and gain. B) Referenced
set-up (without applying gain). Capillary: 25 mm ID, 50 cm
length. Injection: hydrodynamic, 45 s at 17 cm height. Buffer:
20 mM histidine adjusted to pH 4 with acetic acid, 2 mM 18-
Crown-6. Separation voltage applied at injection end: +20 kV.
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ions was investigated by acquiring calibration curves for
the 3 model cations and the data is given for the 3 capilla-
ry diameters in Table 1. The numbers are comparable to
typical values obtained with a standard single channel de-
tector using the offset circuitry, so that these parameters
must be determined by the electrophoretic procedures,
not by the detector electronics. Note, that some of these
performance parameters very much depend on how the
separation procedure has been optimized (i.e. either for
high separation efficiency, fast analysis time, wide dynam-
ic range, or low limits of detection, see for example
[29,30]) and a comparison between different quoted per-
formance values for C4D is hampered by this fact.
The use of a second capillary is not a problem as the
usual high voltage power supplies can easily provide the
current for two capillaries, and the added consumption of
background electrolyte is negligible, but the need to con-
dition and flush two capillaries is a slight complication. It
is however, also possible to work with a single capillary
by looping the end of the separation capillary back
through the reference part of the cell. This was readily
possible on our instrument which was built-in house, but
note that it may not be feasible on all types of commer-
cial units due to space constraints. Electropherograms ob-
tained for cations and anions using this approach are
shown in Figure 7A and 7B. As the analytes travel
through the detector twice, duplicate peaks are obtained,
with reversed direction of deviation from the baseline
and a wider separation for the second passage. The dupli-
cation of the peaks is unusual and is of no direct benefit,
but one set of peaks can simply be ignored. Ideally the
later set of peaks is made use of for quantification, by in-
terchanging signal and reference cells, as this does not re-
quire an extension of the total capillary length, with a pos-
sible associated loss of field strength and resolution if it
cannot be compensated for by an increase in separation
voltage. However, the length of the capillary segment be-
tween the two electrode pairs may have to be optimized
to avoid any overlap of peaks from the first and second
passage.
4 Conclusions
A referenced C4D-configuration has been demonstrated.
This approach considerably simplifies the operation of
the detector, by not requiring an electronic offset which
usually needs to be adjusted manually. A further signifi-
cant advantage is the much reduced temperature sensitiv-
Fig. 6. Temperature stability of the cell. A) Conventional set-
up. B) Referenced set-up. Buffer: 30 mM histidine/MES.
Table 1. Statistical data for the quantification of K+ , Na+ and
Li+ in capillaries of 10, 25 and 50 mm inner diameter.
Analyte Calibration
range (mM)
[a]
Correlation
coefficient r
Reproducibility
of peak area,
%RSD [b]
Limit of
detection
(mM) [c]
50 mm
ID
Na+ 10–100 0.9999 1.3 1
K+ 10–100 0.9996 1.9 1.5
Li+ 10–100 0.9988 2.7 2.8
25 mm
ID
Na+ 5–100 0.9987 2.4 1
K+ 5–100 0.9971 2.9 1.5
Li+ 5–100 0.9973 3.1 2
10 mm
ID
Na+ 10–100 0.9995 2.6 1.5
K+ 10–100 0.9997 2.8 2.3
Li+ 10–100 0.9986 3.4 3
[a] 5 concentrations; [b] for 100 mM, n=3; [c] concentrations
giving peak heights 3! the baseline noise.
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ity. The need for a second capillary can be overcome by
looping back a single capillary.
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Fig. 7. Separation of A) 3 model cations and B) 3 model anions
at 100 mM with the capillary looped back through the reference
detector. Capillary: 50 mm ID, total length 60 cm, length to work-
ing cell 34.5 cm, length to reference cell 48 cm. Injection: hydro-
dynamic, 30 s at 10 cm height. Buffer: 12 mM histidine adjusted
to pH 4 with acetic acid, 2 mM 18-crown-6 (cations), 30 mM his-
tidine/MES (anions). Separation voltage applied at injection end:
+20 kV (cations), !20 kV (anions).
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2.4 Real time monitoring in capillary electrophoresis (CE) using C4D array detector 
 
For monitoring purposes, it is important to set up the system that can perform 
injection, separation, detection and data acquisition in an independent way. An 
automated system based on CE-C4D coupled with an SI manifold via an interface was 
used. To understand better dynamic processes of electrophoretic separation, another 
study was carried out by employing 16 C4D detectors along the fused silica capillary. 
With a new arrangement, the whole system has been minimized appointing cells side 
by side on the capillary. External circuitries were not necessary due to the new cell 
design where all the electronic devices were placed into the detector cell using surface 
mount technology. Illustration of the detector is shown in figure 10.  
 
 
Figure 10. Illustration of the new revision of C4D detector 
 
The detector cell consists of excitation and pick-up components divided with two 
pairs of printed circuit boards in a so-called “sandwich”. On each side of the outer 
pair of boards is soldered an electrode on the copper surface and between separated 
with the gap made from the inner pair of printed circuit boards. Grounded copper 
layers of the inner PCBs are facing each other acting like a shield to separate the two 
parts of the cell. In both of the separated sections are smaller printed circuit boards 
with surface mounted electronic devices (SMD). On the excitation board is a sine 
wave generator and an operation amplifier which delivers an amplitude up to 20 V, 
peak-to-peak, whereas on the pick-up circuit is the current-to-voltage converter that 
brings the signal that is rectified and low-pass filtered and delivered straight to the 
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data-acquisition system. The reason for employment of an SIA manifold was that 
linear aligning of 16 detectors on the commercial CE instrument was impossible due 
to space limitation. Illustration of such a system is shown in figure 11. 
 
 
Figure 11. Picture of an array of 16 C4D detectors coupled with an SIA system 
 
In a conventional SIA system setup, the micro-step syringe and multiport valve are 
connected with a holding coil and are utilized for liquid delivery to the grounded 
interface. Pressurization control was carried out with compressed nitrogen rather than 
a syringe pump, as it is more precise and more easily achieved with this approach. 
One capillary ending is placed in the interface whilst the other into the isolated buffer 
vial together with the high voltage electrode. First measurements with an array of 16 
detectors were performed for electrophoretic separation of two inorganic cations, 
namely sodium and potassium. For all measurements, a capillary of 25 µm inner 
diameter was used. Hydrodynamic injection was performed and after applying the 
high voltage, monitoring of the separation process was very clearly observed since the 
first detector, showing traces and movement of the ions as well as the increase of the 
baseline resolution of the peaks while passing along the capillary through detectors. 
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Further application of the array arrangement elucidates the possible benefits in 
analyzing electrophoretic separations. For this purpose, two sample models were 
prepared. In the first, analytes were dissolved in water whereas in the other case 
analytes were dissolved in the background electrolyte. For both cases, the injection 
plug was 2 cm. For the first case, where the analytes were dissolved in water, 
separation was obtained faster and the peaks from the observed electropherograms 
were sharper. This is due to the stacking effect caused by the different conductivities 
between the sample and the background electrolyte. Also, a slight change in the peak 
shape described as dissymmetry (positive skewedness) was observed and can be 
accredited to electrodispersion. When the analytes were dissolved in buffer, 
separation was manifested with slower migration of the analytes and a wider, almost 
rectangular, peak shape. The exact behavior of the separation was confirmed with a 
dynamic computer simulation. Furthermore, parallel determination of inorganic 
cations and anions is investigated. The placement and amount of the injection plug 
was optimized. A hydrodynamic injection of a 1 cm sample plug was carried out. For 
positioning the plug exactly in the middle of the detector s array, and therefore 
choosing the middle of the efficient length of the capillary, precise timing and 
pressure control were applied. When the high voltage is employed, movement of the 
ions was obtained through 16 detectors where cations were migrating towards the 
negative electrode (cathode) and anions were migrating in the opposite direction 
towards the anode. Continuous progress of the separation and movement of the ions 
were determined from the electropherograms of 16 detectors. The complete 
demonstration of dynamics was again found to be in agreement with computer 
simulation.  
 
This new arrangement can be considered as an impressive tool for real time 
monitoring of fundamental electrophoretic processes including separation dynamics 
and peak shapes, along with the background processes showing conductivity changes. 
In addition, miniaturization of the system is possible without special equipment and 
with modest mechanical and electronic skills. 
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Short Communication
Contactless conductivity detector array for
capillary electrophoresis
A CE system featuring an array of 16 contactless conductivity detectors was constructed.
The detectors were arranged along 70 cm length of a capillary with 100 cm total length and
allow the monitoring of separation processes. As the detectors cannot be accommodated
on a conventional commercial instrument, a purpose built set-up employing a sequential
injection manifold had to be employed for automation of the fluid handling. Conductivity
measurements can be considered universal for electrophoresis and thus any changes
in ionic composition can be monitored. The progress of the separation of Na+ and K+ is
demonstrated. The potential of the system to the study of processes in CZE is shown in two
examples. The first demonstrates the differences in the developments of peaks originating
from a sample plug with a purely aqueous background to that of a plug containing the
analyte ions in the buffer. The second example visualizes the opposite migration of cations
and anions from a sample plug that had been placed in the middle of the capillary.
Keywords:
CE / Contactless conductivity detection / Sequential injection analysis
DOI 10.1002/elps.201300457
The elucidation of the dynamics of electrophoretic separa-
tions and processes is of high interest to explore and under-
stand the basic phenomena occurring under the influence of
the electric field applied to a liquid medium and to optimize
configurations for electrophoretic analyses.Dynamic changes
along the electrophoretic column can be investigated by com-
puter simulation and experimentalmeans [1]. Dynamic simu-
lation provides plentiful data for any given electrophoretic sys-
tem, namely the separation dynamics of sample components
together with the ongoing changes of buffer components,
pH, ionic strength, conductivity, and electric field strength
along the separation column, and effects of fluid flow, in-
cluding electroosmosis [2, 3]. Experimentally, dynamic pro-
cesses can be explored with sensors that repeatedly scan the
electrophoretic column [4], array or multiple detectors placed
along part of or the entire separation space [5, 6], and whole
column imaging [7].
Monitoring of the electric field strength or conductiv-
ity along the separation space can be considered universal
for electrophoresis as it visualizes changes in ionic composi-
tion encountered in moving boundary electrophoresis, isota-
chophoresis, zone electrophoresis, and isoelectric focusing.
The use of an array of 255 potential gradient sensors that were
in contact with the liquidmediumof a 10 cm capillary column
of rectangular cross-section led to the visualization of the evo-
Correspondence: Professor Peter C. Hauser, Department of Chem-
istry, University of Basel, Spitalstrasse 51, 4056Basel, Switzerland
E-mail: Peter.Hauser@unibas.ch
Fax: +41-61-267-10-13
Abbreviation: SIA, sequential injection analysis
lution of zone patterns in moving boundary electrophoresis
[5], isotachophoresis [5,8,9], and zone electrophoresis [5] and
a similar device with 100 sensors was employed to study the
dynamics of the electric field strength distribution in isoelec-
tric focusing of simple buffer systems [6] and synthetic carrier
ampholytes [10]. Different types of conductivity detectors for
CE were developed over the years, the most appealing being
those based on capacitively coupled contactless sensing, an
approach that is not subject to corrosion and other deleteri-
ous surface phenomena that can occur at electrodes in contact
with a liquid medium. Recent reviews are available [11–16].
A contactless conductivity detector cell (the method is often
referred to as C4D for “capacitively coupled contactless con-
ductivity detection”) is simple in construction, compact in size
and inexpensive. The concurrent employment of more than
one detector is therefore feasible. Indeed, Saito et al. [17] and
Mai and Hauser [18] have made use of two cells placed on the
same capillary. This allowed the independent optimization of
the detector positions for the simultaneous determination of
anions and cations in CZE. In a further development, Gaudry
et al. [19] not only used two detectors but also two capillaries
for concurrent separation. In another effort, Caslavska and
Thormann employed two contactless conductivity detectors
to follow bidirectional isotachophoretic zone patterns in dou-
ble coated fused-silica capillaries that feature a strong EOF
toward the cathode [20].
The detector design used in our research group has now
been modified to allow placement of individual cells directly
side by side on a capillary. This was enabled by appropriate
sideways positioning of the cabling for external connections.
Colour Online: See the article online to view Figs. 2 and 3 in colour.
C© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 1. Schematic drawings of (A) geometry of each C4D-cell, (B) circuitry of the C4D-cells, (C) SIA-CE-C4D system with an array of
16 detectors.
Furthermore, the system was miniaturized overall by build-
ing the circuitry in the surface mount technology format.
Therefore the entire electronic circuitry could be included
in the same housing that contains the electrodes, rather than
having part of it in an external housing as had previously been
the case. In addition, due to the number of units required,
the detector was designed for ease of fabrication. The printed
circuit boards were etched in our laboratory, the components
soldered by hand, and the mechanical work was limited to
the cutting of the boards to size and the drilling of holes.
A schematic drawing of a cell is shown in Fig. 1A. The
case is divided into two parts by a stack of four printed circuit
boards, similar to the arrangement reported by Francisco and
do Lago [21]. The two boards on the inside with a thickness
of 0.5 mm each are completely covered by copper layers that
are facing each other and are electrically grounded to form a
Faradaic shield between the two cell halfs. A hole of 0.4 mm
diameter allows passage of the capillaries with external diam-
eters of 365 !m. The two outer boards contain the electrodes
consisting of metallic wire ferrules and some basic electrical
connections. The spacing between the electrodes is defined by
the total thickness of the two inner boards and is thus 1 mm.
The excitation and pick-up circuitries are built on separate
smaller printed circuit boards that are mounted on either
side of the sandwich of the four boards. A block diagram of
the circuitry is given in Fig. 1B. The excitation part consists of
an integrated circuit sine wave generator and an operational
amplifier that brings the amplitude to 20 V peak-to-peak. On
the pick-up side the cell current is converted to a voltage that
is then rectified and low-pass filtered and passed directly to
an external data-acquisition system. More general details on
the circuitry can be found in earlier publications [22, 23].
Each cell has a width of about 40 mm. This allowed the
placement of 16 individual detectors on a capillary of 100 cm
total length. The detectors occupy a space of about 70 cm
with sensing locations being about 4.4 cm apart. Some extra
capillary length is required at the two ends to allow injec-
tions and to accommodate buffer reservoirs and high volt-
age electrodes. The assembly is illustrated in Fig. 1C. Due
to space limitations and as the capillary has to be stretched
linearly for placement of the detectors the use of a conven-
tional commercial CE instrument was not possible. Instead,
C© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Electrophoresis 2013, 0, 1–5 CE and CEC 3
a system based on a sequential injection analysis (SIA) man-
ifold was employed [18, 24–28]. The conventional SIA setup
with a holding coil consisting of a syringe pump (Cavro XLP
6000, Tecan, Crailsheim, Germany) and a 9-port channel se-
lection valve (Cavro Smart Valve, Tecan), serves for aspiration
and transport of solutions, including sample plugs, to the
capillary interface. However, in departure to earlier systems
that utilized the syringe pump to achieve pressurization for
flushing with sodium hydroxide solution, water and buffer
and for injection this was implemented with compressed ni-
trogen utilizing an electronic pressure controller (VSO-BT,
Parker Hannifin, Etoy, Switzerland). While this requires an
additional component, the control of pressurization is more
easily achieved and more precise with this approach. The
three-way valve needed for directing the flow was obtained
fromNResearch (Gu¨mligen, Switzerland). The SIA-CE inter-
face is made of Perspex and is connecting the liquid chan-
nel with the capillary and a grounded electrode, which are
mounted through two T-junctions. Polyimide coated fused
silica capillaries were obtained from Polymicro (Phoenix,
AZ, USA). The capillary ending was placed into a vial,
which was filled with the electrolyte solution together with
the platinum wire serving as the high voltage electrode. A
dual polarity high voltage power supply (± 30 kV, Spellman
CZE2000, Pulborough, UK) was employed for application
of the separation voltage. The assembly at the high voltage
end was insulated in a safety box made from Perspex that
was equipped with a micro switch to disrupt the high volt-
age on opening. All parts of the system were operated un-
der computer control. The detector signals were captured
with a 16-channel e-corder (EDAQ, Denistone East, NSW,
Australia) and processed with the Chart software package
(EDAQ).
The application of the detector array is illustrated in Fig. 2
for the simple example of the separation of Na+ and K+.
The stacked plots shows the signals recorded on all of the
16 detectors. In this case, the two ions happened to be al-
ready separated at the first detector located 4.5 cm from the
injection end, but the further progress of zone electrophore-
sis is shown very clearly by comparing the traces obtained
by the detectors at increasing distances on the separation
channel. Note that the electropherograms have been normal-
ized against the baseline signal. This is readily possible, as
the circuitry does not have an offset facility. The reason for
the normalization is a variation in the sensitivity of the de-
tectors (with maximum deviations of approximately ±60%
from the average), which is thought to be due to small dif-
ferences in the geometry of the cell arrangement. The cells
were produced by hand, so that the achievable mechanical
precision was limited. The peaks are negative going, indi-
cating a reduction in conductivity when the analyte ions are
passing. This is mainly due to the difference in equivalent
conductivity between the cations and the co-ion (H+) from
the acetic acid BGE employed for this separation. Negative
peaks are a common feature of C4D, and are often inverted
in order to show them in the commonly expected sense,
but they were left in the raw state in this case. The figure
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Figure 2. A 100 !M of Na+ and K+ separated in a BGE of
500 mM acetic acid in a capillary of 25 !m internal diameter and
100 cm length at 20 kV. The analytes were injected as NaCl and
KNO3 dissolved in pure water as a plug of 1 cm length (20 psi for
2873 ms).
very nicely demonstrates the capability of the detector ar-
ray to directly monitor and study dynamic electrophoretic
processes.
Examples of the potential benefits in examining elec-
trophoretic separations are given in Fig. 3. The separation of
the same cations is shown again in the panels of Fig. 3A and
B. Hydrodynamic injection was employed in both cases, but
for Fig. 3A the two model analytes were contained in pure
water, while for Fig. 3B they were contained in the BGE.
The length of the injected plug was 2 cm in both cases.
For clarity, only the signals of the first four detectors are
shown. Clearly, the peaks for the two ions injected in water
are sharper and separation occurs faster. The reason for this
is the transient stacking effect taking place at the cathodic
buffer interface when the high voltage is turned on. As is the
case with the shorter initial zone length (Fig. 2), separation
of the two compounds is already complete at the location of
the first detector. Also apparent in Fig. 3A is a change of peak
shape from a nearly Gaussian shape to a nonsymmetrical ap-
pearance. This is particularly clear for the slower ion, Na+.
The increasing skewedness of the peak, and its expanding
width at baseline, can be ascribed to electrodispersion. The
peaks of Fig. 3B did not experience the stacking effect as
the sample plug did not have a lower conductivity compared
to the BGE and are thus wider. Furthermore, as separation
of the two cations progresses more slowly compared to the
case of Fig. 3A, a transient-mixed zone is monitored at the
location of the first detector. The interesting shape of the
conductivity signal reveals three zones, the first represent-
ing K+, the second a transient-mixed zone containing both
cations and the third one Na+. At the location of the second
detector, the two cations are almost completely separated,
C© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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Figure 3. (A) A 100 !M of Na+ and K+ injected as purely aqueous
solution. Sample plug: 2 cm (20 psi for 5746ms). Other conditions
are as for Fig. 2. (B) A 100 !M of Na+ and K+ injected dissolved
in BGE. Sample plug: 2 cm. Other conditions are as for Fig. 2.
(C) A sample plug of 1 cm length of 100 !M of NaCl and KNO3
injected as a purely aqueous solution was placed by hydrody-
namic pumping between detectors 8 and 9 before applying the
separation voltage. Other conditions are as for Fig. 2.
whereas complete separation is monitored with detectors 3
and 4. Conductivities across the cationic sample zones are
again lower compared to the conductivity of the BGE, and
the mixed zone has a lower conductivity then the K+ and
Na+ zones, presumably because of the displacement of the
highly conducting co-ion (H+) from the BGE. The separation
dynamics and conductivity distributions of the two configu-
rations shown in Fig. 3A and B were found to be in complete
agreement with those obtained by dynamic computer simu-
lation using the SIMUL5 code of Hrusˇka et al. [2] (data not
shown).
In Fig. 3C the concurrent separation of cations and an-
ions is monitored. A 1 cm long plug of a mixture of 100 !M
each of KNO3 and NaCl in pure water was injected hydro-
dynamically and then placed half-way down the separation
capillary, i.e. exactly between detectors 8 and 9. This was pos-
sible by precise control and timing of the applied pressure for
hydrodynamic pumping. The detector array also enables the
operator to follow the movement of the sample plug through
the capillary during this manipulation. When the desired po-
sition of the sample plug was reached the application of pres-
sure was stopped and the electrophoretic separation started
by turning on the high voltage. The electropherograms ob-
tained with the 16 detectors show the subsequent progress
of the separation. The cations migrate toward the cathodic
capillary end and their movement and separations can be
followed on the detector cells 9–16. The anions move in the
opposite direction, i.e. toward the injection end of the capil-
lary, and the progress of their separation can also be followed
with chloride being slightly faster than nitrate. In contrast to
the cationic part, conductivities across the anionic zones are
higher compared to the conductivity of the background elec-
trolyte. This and the entire dynamics were again found to be
in agreement with computer simulations (data not shown).
Note that a dilute acetic acid solution was employed as BGE.
At the low pH value of 2.5, a strongly reduced EOF toward the
cathode was expected, and thus the fast migrating inorganic
anions were not expected to be swept with an appreciable
cathodic EOF as would be the case with a buffer of neutral or
alkaline pH. In fact, it was found that there was a small flow
toward the anode under the conditions used, as evidenced
by the large, partly covered, negative going conductivity peak
visible for detectors 8 to 4 that represents the fluid element
originally occupied by the sample prior to power application.
The origin of this anodic flow is not clear and was not yet
further investigated.
In conclusion, an SIA manifold for injection was used to
construct a CE system with an array of contactless conductiv-
ity detectors along the separation capillary. This was possible,
as the injection approach does not require the movement of
the capillary. The new system allows the simultaneous moni-
toring of electrophoretic processes throughout a large part of
the separation channel and is deemed to have a high potential
as a tool to study the fundamental processes underlying the
evolution of separations as well as the shapes of peaks and
boundaries. C4D features a universal response to any changes
in ionic composition of the liquid medium in the capillary.
Therefore, it is possible to alsomonitor background processes
exhibiting conductivity changes that are not accessible by op-
tical detection. It should furthermore prove useful for the
study of reaction kinetics.
C© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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2.5 Study on the effect of the electrolyte concentration on the sensitivity of the 
axial capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detector when used with very 
narrow capillaries 
 
2.5.1 Introduction 
 
When we started this project, we observed an effect that was not initially understood. 
Namely, using small internal diameter capillary of 10 µm and with high concentration 
of background electrolyte solution resulted in higher signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, 
we tried to explore the reasons for the effect on the sensitivity in capillary 
electrophoresis with contactless conductivity detection. To understand this behavior, 
foremost, we need to explain functionality and the fundamentals of the C4D detector 
cell.  
Two research groups, Zemann and co-workers [1] and Fracassi da Silva and Do Lago 
[2] introduced contactless conductivity detection to capillary zone electrophoresis 
independently. The principal setup of C4D is still in use, although many modifications 
on the detector were reported since then and commercial detectors are currently 
available from at least a few vendors. The measuring cell is divided in two 
compartments with two pairs of printed circuit boards, on the outer pair of which two 
electrodes were attached, as is illustrated in Fig. 1A. The grounded inner pair acts as a 
Faradaic shield totally isolating the two sections. In this setup, the electrodes behave 
as capacitors and the solution in the capillary as a resistor forming the typical C4D 
arrangement. This allows applying of an ac-voltage into the solution. The resulting 
current depends on the total conductivity of the solution, and can be picked up by the 
second electrode. The gap between the electrodes determines the cell volume and the 
cell can be represented by a simplified equivalent circuit diagram of a serial 
arrangement of capacitor-resistor-capacitor as shown in Fig. 1B. Due to the small 
distance between the electrodes of only 1 mm, stray capacitance can occur between 
electrodes, but is unwanted as it leads to a background current and is often reduced by 
placing a grounded shield between the electrodes (see Fig. 1A). However, stray 
capacitance cannot be fully eliminated as the capillary has to pass through the shield. 
The fundamental aspects of the method were previously studied in detail [3-7]. 
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Figure 1. Overview of an axial C4D setup: 
A) Representation of an axial arrangement of the C4D cell and a Faradaic shield,  
B) Simplified equivalent circuit diagram with stray capacitance due to the direct 
coupling between the electrodes 
 
Mainly, the detectors are employed with background electrolytes of low conductivity 
in order to avoid self-heating effect also known as Joule heating. This is more needed 
than in optical detection method in CZE. The reason is the fact that C4D is a bulk 
method, i.e. a background signal is always present, and the relatively high 
temperature coefficient of the conductivity of ion solutions. This is why relatively 
narrow capillaries of 50 µm or 25 µm inner diameter have generally been used more 
in CE-C4D. The employment of capillaries with such small internal diameters is 
basically of benefit as zone broadening is less pronounced in narrow tubings [8], but 
is not actually possible with optical detection due to the short pathlength and the 
necessary restricted aperture. In addition, it has been found that the limits of detection 
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with C4D do not worsen when going down to 10 µm internal diameter [9, 10]. Not 
entirely, but this can be described by the fact that both, signal and background noise 
scale with the diameter, so therefore the signal-to-noise ratio is favorably affected. 
During the separation, narrow capillaries of 25 µm and 10 µm internal diameter could 
be introduced with hydrodynamic pumping but with little penalty in peak dispersion. 
In such narrow capillaries, laminarity of the bulk flow can cause band broadening. 
Thus, hydrodynamic pumping can be considered as one of the parameters for 
electroosmotic compensation, for injection and positioning of sample plugs, as well as 
for optimization of separation and analysis time [9, 11, 12]. Recently, a fundamental 
study on the use of hydrodynamic pumping in small i.d. capillaries has been achieved 
[13].	
  
One effect was previously noticed where it has been shown that relatively high buffer 
concentrations give the highest peaks when very narrow capillaries are employed, and 
hence, best detection limits [10, 11]. This result, however, was not expected nor 
predicted by the fundamentals of conductivity detection [3]. Deviation of the 
conductance value (∆G) for a peak, determining sensitivity, is given by equation 
below but the concentration of the ions of the background electrolyte are not part of 
this equation. 
 
 
where                                   cA  =  analyte ion concentration 
µA =  absolute mobility,  
µS = absolute mobility of the electrolyte co-ion 
µO = absolute mobility of the counter-ion 
F  = Faraday constant  
K  = the cell constant  
 
This can be considered as a significant factor but the reason for such a behavior is still 
missing. Therefore, in order to explain in detail the unexpected effect of the buffer 
concentration on sensitivity and to gain an adequate understanding of the performance 
of C4D in CZE, specific investigations were carried out and are reported herein. 
 
 
ΔG = cA
(µA − µS )(µA + µO )
µA
⋅ F
K
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2.5.2. Experimental 
 
All reagents used for the measurements were of analytical grade. Deionized ultrapure 
water, obtained from a Milli-Q system, of 17.7 MΩ cm resistivity and purity <5 ng g-1 
for total carbon was used for preparation of all solutions. Potassium chloride was 
purchased from Merck, L-Histidine (His) and Acetic acid from Fluka. 
Stock solutions of potassium chloride have been prepared daily in concentrations of 
10 mM and 444.44 mM and were used for the preparation of the standards. From the 
concentration of 444.44 mM KCl, standard solutions of 0.44 mM, 2.67 mM, 4.44 
mM, 44.44 mM and 266.67 mM KCl were made respectively. In addition, from the 
concentration of 10 mM KCl, standard solution of 100 µM KCl was prepared. 
The electrolyte buffer solution consisted of 105 mM His and was adjusted at its pH 
value of 4 with the acetic acid. For that purpose, model 744 pH meter was used. 
Standard buffer solutions with the following concentrations of 2 mM, 8 mM, 12 mM, 
25 mM, 35 mM, 55 mM and 70 mM were prepared from 105 mM His stock solution. 
Specific conductivities of all prepared standard solutions were measured using a 
model 660 conductometer. 
For measurements done by CE-C4D, purpose made instrument has been used. A dual 
polarity high voltage supply with ± 30 kV maximum output voltage and polyimide 
coated fused silica capillaries of 363 µm outer diameter and 10 µm and 50 µm 
internal diameter were used for all the experiments. Detection was carried out with 
the C4D detectors built in-house together with excitation circuitry and detection 
electronics. An e-corder 401 data acquisition system was used for recording the 
detector signals and was connected to a computer. Purpose-made instrument was 
made of Perspex box, divided in two sections. First section is injection section and 
has a small buffer vial into which is inserted high-voltage platinum electrode. The 
first section has been separated from the second with a Perspex plate with a small hole 
for the capillary to pass through it. In the second section (so-called detection section) 
is a ground electrode that is merged to another buffer vial, also filled with the same 
volume of the buffer, and a detector cell through which the capillary is passing. In 
both sections, vials are on the same level in steady state to avoid hydrodynamic flow 
of the buffer inside the capillary. The polarity of the high voltage can be changed to 
negative or to positive, depending on the goal (if anions or cations are separated). In 
addition, a function generator and oscilloscope are used. 
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To avoid interference of changing the buffer concentration constantly after several 
measurements through one single capillary and rinsing the capillary after every 
measurement, in order to shorten the measurement time and establish proper 
equilibrium inside the capillary, we used individual capillaries for every buffer 
concentration for both, 10 µm and 50 µm i.d. capillaries. Notwithstanding to have 
uniform capillaries, they were all having total length of 50 cm with effective length of 
43.5 cm. For 10 µm i.d., capillaries were flushed with 1 M NaOH and water for 20 
min and then for 45 min with the background electrolyte solution to make sure that 
the proper equilibrium is established. For 50 µm i.d., capillaries were conditioned for 
10 min with 1 M NaOH and water, and 20 min with the buffer solution. 
Hydrodynamic injection by siphoning was employed for 50 µm i.d. capillaries for 30 
seconds on 10 cm height, whereas for 25 µm i.d. capillary, time for injection was 45 
seconds on 30 cm height. For capillaries of 10 µm i.d. problem occurred when longer 
time for hydrodynamic injection was applied due to very narrow internal diameter of 
the capillary and inappropriate injection plug of the sample needed for the injection. 
Therefore, for 10 µm i.d. capillaries, electrokinetic injection was carried out for 2 
seconds. All the parameters for hydrodynamic injections were calculated with 
Poiseuille’s equation. 
 
2.5.3. Results and Discussion 
 
While more quantitative conformation on this counter-intuitive buffer effect was 
previously investigated [13], only a tentative explanation for it was offered, namely 
that it was a consequence of stray capacitance in the detector [10]. The direct coupling 
between the electrodes through the gap in the shielding and laterally through the 
capillary wall can be considered as a shunt resistance and is more significant in 
relative terms when the cell resistance becomes larger, as is the case for narrow 
capillaries.  
 
2.5.3.1. Investigation of the Influence of Stray Capacitance on the Effect of Buffer 
Concentration on the Peak Sensitivity 
 
Considering that the stray capacitance can influence the effect of the buffer 
concentration on peak height then it should be possible to reduce or eliminate the 
impact by minimizing this unwanted by-pass. The C4D detector cell used previously 
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in our research group was shielded, but was not designed for minimization of stray 
capacitance (by using the 10 µm capillaries). Therefore, we tried to reduce this effect 
with a new cell design. The detector cell is divided in two cell compartments that 
were to be totally shielded (to isolate two sections from each other and from outside), 
except for a hole just large enough to let the capillary pass. The design of the cell is 
depicted in Fig. 2.  
 
 
Figure 2. Design of a cell with minimum stray capacitance: 
A)  Cross section of a detector cell;  
B) Zoomed cross section of electrodes and shield feedthrough   
(“sandwich”) 
 
It is based on two printed circuit boards of 0.5 mm thickness which are coated with a 
35 µm thick copper layer forming a grounded Faradaic shield between the two 
sections where the two copper sides face each other. A 0.4 mm diameter hole just 
admits capillaries with the standard outer diameter of 365 µm. The total thickness of 
1.0 mm defines the length of the cell. The electrodes consist of wire ferrules of 0.6 
mm internal diameter and have a wall thickness of only 0.15 mm. The fact that the 
diameter of the two electrodes is larger than that of the hole means that the ends face 
the shield which helps to minimize direct coupling. The electrodes and associated 
circuitry are mounted on a further pair of printed circuit boards (1 mm thickness) 
sandwiched two the inner pair. Guiding sleeves mounted inside the electrodes (but not 
passing through the shield) allow easy alignment of the capillary. This assembly is 
mounted in a die cast aluminum case, which ensures complete individual shielding of 
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the excitation and pick-up part. An external function generator provided excitation 
and the current signal was converted to a voltage using an operation amplifier in the 
current follower configuration. A specific operational amplifier that has a very flat 
frequency response (OPA655) was used in order to avoid a measurement bias by the 
electronic circuitry. C4D-cells can be characterized by acquiring their Bode plots, a 
graph of cell current vs. frequency of the applied sine wave. Stray capacitance would 
be evident in these plots by a significant rise in the signal at the high frequency end 
[6]. Bode plots for a capillary of 10 µm i.d. filled with a typical background 
electrolyte and a dry 10 µm i.d. capillary are shown in Fig. 3. The response for the 
capillary filled with buffer corresponds to the expected, i.e. a rise of signal with 
frequency until a plateau is reached, which is just attained within the frequency limit 
of the measuring set-up employed. For the dry cell a small signal is measureable, 
which can only be due to stray capacitance. This indicates that stray capacitance is not 
completely absent for the new cell optimized for the narrow inner diameter capillary, 
but is relatively small.  
 
Figure 3. Bode plots for the cell currents for:  
a) dry 10 µm i.d. capillary,  
b) the same capillary filled with a 50 mM histidine buffer  
adjusted to pH 4.0 with acetic acid  
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Investigation was then further taken by testing if the effect of the background 
electrolyte concentration on sensitivity is present even with the minimum stray 
capacitance cell. An electrolyte solution consisting of L-histidine, which was adjusted 
with acetic acid to a pH of 4.0, was employed. The peak heights for the injection of 
100 µM K+ into this buffer employed over a wide concentration range were 
determined. As can be seen from Fig. 4, for a capillary with the standard diameter of 
50 µm some variation is evident, and for the 10 µm capillary a strong relationship of 
peak height with the electrolyte concentration is evident. Note, that the absolute peak 
heights are not relevant and that the highest buffer concentrations could not be tested 
with the larger diameter capillary due to excessive Joule heating. The behaviour for 
the 10 µm capillary matches that observed for other detectors used in our laboratory. 
They were not optimized for minimum stray capacitance in view of employment with 
10 µm capillaries [11].  
 
Figure 4. Dependence of the peak height of 100 µM K+  
 on the buffer concentration for: 
 a) 50 µm i.d. capillary, 
 b) 10 µm i.d. capillary.   
Buffer: from 5 mM to 100 mM L-Histidine, adjusted with acetic acid to pH 4. 
Capillary length: 50 cm (42 cm effective); separation voltage: 20 kV; hydrodynamic 
injection of a sample plug length is identical for both capillary diameters. 
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The effect is thus systematic, but in consideration that the results for the new cell 
alignment were almost identical to those for the previous cell, renders the stray 
capacitance hypothesis doubtful.   
 
2.5.3.2. Explanation From the Fundamental Aspect 
 
It was thus considered that the effect may therefore be intrinsic to the principle of 
measurement. As discussed in the introduction, the cell can be approximated as a 
serial arrangement of capacitor - resistor - capacitor, with a possible bypass 
capacitance, as shown in Fig. 1. It is not possible to determine the value of the 
resistance directly, but applying an ac-voltage and recording the resulting current can 
test the impedance of the entire assembly.  
The total ac-impedance (Z) of a serial arrangement of elements is given by its sum 
[14], i.e.: 
 
 Z = Z1 + Z2 + Z3 + ...   (equation 1) 
 
For the equivalent circuitry of the cell: 
   
 Z = Zc + Zr + Zc = Zr + 2·Zc  (equation 2) 
 
Zc represents the impedances of the capacitors formed by the electrodes, while Zr is 
the impedance of the solution contained in the capillary. This corresponds simply to 
the solution resistance, R (which is the inverse of conductance): 
 
 Zr = R (equation 3) 
 
The impedance of the electrodes is given by their capacitance, C, and is frequency (f) 
dependent: 
 
  (equation 4) 
 
As has been shown previously, the cell resistance can be approximated [6, 7] by the 
conductivity of the solution (κ) and length of the gap between the electrodes (lgap) as 
well as the internal diameter of the capillary (d): 
 
 
Zc =
1
2π f C
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  (equation 5) 
 
The electrode impedances can be calculated from the formula for a coaxial capacitor: 
  
  (equation 6) 
 
lel is the length of the electrodes, D the internal diameter (i.d.) of the electrode (D = 
600 µm),  the relative permittivity of vacuum ( =8.854·10-12 F·m-1) and  the 
relative permittivity of the insulation. The latter is composed of the silica wall of the 
capillary ( = 4) and the guiding sleeve of the cell made from PEEK ( = 3.2). 
 
From the generalized Ohm's law, the cell current (i) is then given by the following 
formula (V is the applied voltage): 
 
  (equation 7) 
 
After substitution the current is given by: 
 
  (equation 8) 
 
The cell current can now be calculated from the fundamental data. Modelled Bode 
plots for 50 µm and 10 µm i.d. capillaries, filled with electrolyte solution are given in 
Fig. 5A, where it can be seen that the modelling comes close to the practical results 
considering the approximations. As the Bode plots could be fairly well predicted by 
calculation for the narrow capillary of 10 µm, this basic model can therefore be 
adopted with some faith. An examination of equation 8 shows that a linear 
dependence of the cell current on the conductivity is only obtained if the capacitive 
term, the second part of the denominator, is negligible. This corresponds to the 
plateau region of the Bode plots, and for this reason the cells should be operated in 
 
R =
lgap ⋅4
κ d 2π
 
C =
2π ε0 ε r lel
ln D
d
€ 
ε0
€ 
ε0
€ 
εr
€ 
εr
€ 
εr
 
i = V
R + 2 ⋅Zc
= V
R + 1
π fC
 
i = V
lgap ⋅4
d 2πκ
+
ln D
d
2π 2 ε0ε r lel f
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this frequency range to obtain maximum sensitivity. The frequency of 300 kHz 
corresponds to the maximum possible with our electronic circuitry according to its 
bandwidth limit.  
 
 
 
Figure 5. (A) Bode plots for capillaries filled with 444.44 mM KCl for 50 µm i.d. 
with modelled (a1) and measured (a2) values and for 10 µm i.d. 
capillary for modeled (b1) and measured (b2) values;  
(B) Current changes vs. Resistance for fixed frequency of 300 kHz  
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On the other side, at the high frequency (i.e. >1 MHz), current response is linear and 
the sensitivity is independent of the buffer concentration. Regarding equation 8, in 
case of lower frequency capacitive term cannot be neglected. Actually, an increase in 
buffer concentration is expected to lead to a decrease of peak height, as shown in Fig. 
5B. The calculated current responses are given in dependence of the buffer 
concentration for a fixed frequency of 300 kHz. This indicates the dependence of 
peak height on the background conductivity and hence buffer concentration. This is 
not in agreement with experimentally found results for the 10 µm i.d. capillary where 
an increase of peak height is observed. It is thus not likely that the behavior is 
inherent to the detector. 
 
2.5.3.3. Stacking Phenomena 
 
As the concentration effect is not generated by the cell, then the reason has to be 
related to factors influencing the peaks in the capillary. The effect has to be dependent 
on both the concentration and the capillary diameter. However, increasing the 
concentration of the buffer will also increase the current that passes through the 
capillary, which in turn will increase heat generated in the capillary causing a variety 
of problems. Low conductivity buffers are usually employed to minimize Joule 
heating, as the background signal is always prompted along with the high temperature 
produced from the conductivity of the solutions [8]. This is more pronounced for 
larger diameters, but does not explain the concentration effect. Band broadening 
caused by electrodispersion is reduced when higher concentration of the buffer and 
narrow diameter capillaries are employed.  
 
However, a second process is the transient stacking. Sample stacking phenomena can 
occur if the composition of the sample plug is different from the composition in the 
background buffer. This phenomenon can be explained in the following way: the 
introduced sample is a low conductivity solution whereas the background electrolyte 
is a high conductivity solution. As both solutions are present in capillary when 
voltage is applied, the low conductivity region of the sample will be more influenced 
by a higher electric field than the background buffer region. Therefore, sample ions 
will move faster in the low conductivity region compared to the high conductivity 
region. Such a change in sample movement across the concentration boundary will 
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reduce the sample zone length and provide zone with higher concentration. This 
results in greater, sharper peaks and better sensitivity when the difference in 
conductivities between buffer and the sample is higher, as shown in Fig 6A.  
 
  
 
Figure 6. Peak heights of 100 µM K+ vs. concentrations of L-Histidine buffer, 
adjusted at pH 4.0 with acetic acid in: 1) 50 µm, 2) 25 µm and 3) 10 µm i.d. 
capillaries of 50 cm length, for injections of (A) sample diluted in water, (B) sample 
diluted in buffer for evenly spaced concentrations and (C) Insert of the peaks with 
sample in a) water and in b) buffer;  
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For comparison, capillary diameters of 50 µm, 25 µm and 10 µm i.d. were employed 
and as observed, maximum peak heights were found for different buffer 
concentrations. For the narrow capillary diameter of 10 µm i.d., transient stacking 
effect is more pronounced for higher BGE concentrations. This nicely illustrates the 
effect of the buffer concentration on sensitivity. Following the pattern, when the 
conductivity of the sample is the same as the conductivity of the buffer, no stacking 
effect should be present. In Fig. 6B has been shown that although significantly 
reduced, some appearance of the sample stacking effect is still present but on a much 
smaller scale. We should expect minimum difference between conductivities of the 
sample and the buffer, and therefore peak heights should not vary much. Resulting 
curves for three diameters should form plateau regions. Electropherograms of 
injections when the sample is diluted in water and in buffer, as presented in Fig. 6C, 
show the peak shapes that confirm the presence of stacking phenomena. It has been 
supposed that the injection of the sample in the buffer will have more Gaussian shape. 
A further investigation has been carried out and documented in Fig 7. Injections were 
introduced into 10 µm i.d. capillary by varying the proportions of the sample in 
different concentrations of the same buffer used as a background electrolyte. Thus, 
the BGE concentration was constant.  
 
 
Figure 7. 10 µm capillary, injections into high concentration buffer of 100 mM L-
Histidine adjusted on pH 4.0 with acetic acid, but sample in range of different 
concentrations of buffer:  from water, over diluted buffers (6 mM, 12 mM, 25 mM, 50 
mM and 75 mM), to buffer at full concentration of 100 mM L-Histidine. 
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This is just a confirmation that the effect of buffer concentration on sensitivity is not 
present for injections with sample in buffer. It can be considered as concentration 
dependent, but not dependent on the diameter.  
 
Therefore, it clearly opens the possibility that the effect must be the result of a 
combination of at least two processes, i.e. sample stacking in all cases more 
pronounced for higher buffer concentration, or some behavior of electronics that 
results from cell design or from electrophoretic processes that have synergistic effect.  
 
2.5.4. Conclusion 
 
Better understanding of the influence of the buffer concentration on the sensitivity for 
the axial C4D detector has been examined. We concluded that the higher 
concentrations of the electrolyte solution are giving the best results in terms of 
sensitivity, when capillaries with narrower internal diameter are employed. Especially 
the tailored C4D detector has been made without serious difficulties, even with 
modest electric equipment. Then this detector was used to investigate the effect of the 
cell capacitance when extended electrodes are engaged in the cell and proper 
shielding with specific “sandwich” design is performed. Several theoretical aspects 
were reviewed but the effect is still not proven. It has been concluded that there is a 
possibility that the concentration effect is not coming only from one factor but 
instead, presence of multiple factors can have an influence on this effect, including 
cell design, electronics and/or electrophoretic processes. Thus, further investigation 
should be carried out as some of the findings can explain some of the problem’s 
aspects, potentially lead to its solution.  
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Appendix 
 
For one of the previously described projects (Chapter 2.1), we were invited by the 
editor of CHIMIA to contribute this article for the special column of volume 67, 
2013. 
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